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Sam.envatting

Het B-ISDN protocol referentie model bestaat uit een aantal lagen: een fysieke laag,
een ATM laag, een ATM adaptatie laag (AAL) en een laag die de hogere laag
protocollen voorstelt. De eerste twee lagen leveren de basis ATM service, dat wil
zeggen het schakelen van cellen door het ATM netwerk. Deze lagen zorgen alleen
voor het transport van cellen van de bron naar de bestemming.
De AAL is nodig om de service eisen van de hogere lagen aan te passen aan de
service die door de ATM laag verleend wordt.

De service die de AAL moet leveren is in vier klassen verdeeld (klasse A, B, C en D).
Omdat de functies die de AAL moet vervullen ter ondersteuning van deze klassen
overeenkomsten vertonen is de AAL onderverdeeld in sublagen. Eén van deze sub·
lagen, de 'Service Specific Convergence Sublayer' (SSCS) is er ter ondersteuning van
de service klasse C gebruikers (dat wil zeggen de ~connection oriented' data
applicaties). De CCIT!' studie groep XVIII is momenteel bezig met de standaardisatie
van een 'Service Specific Connection Oriented Protocol' (SSCOP) dat in deze sublaag
de verlangde service moet leveren.

In dit rapport worden de verschillende eisen, die aan SSCOP gesteld worden,
besproken. Tevens wordt een mogelijke SSCOP beschreven die aan de gestelde eisen
voldoet. Resultaten die aan de hand van dit rapport verkregen zijn worden aan
CCITT studie groep XVIII voorgelegd.

Zoals uiteengezet wordt in dit rapport, is het verwerken van de protocol overhead een
probleem in hoge snelheidsnetwerken (zoals B-ISDN). Daarom zal SSCOP een
zogenaamd lichtgewicht protocol moeten worden. Dit betekent dat de implementatie
van het protocol eenvoudig moet zijn, het uitwisselen van statusinformatie
geminimaliseerd moet worden en SSCOP gebruik zal moeten gaan maken van 'rate
based' flowcontrol en een selectieve hertransmissie methode.
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Een analyse van de efficiëntie van de hertransmissie methoden Go Back-N en
Selective Repeat toont aan dat beide voldoen aan de eisen die aan SSCOP worden
gesteld indien de 'roudtrip delay' (40 ms) en de bitsnelheid (64 kbitls) klein zijn.
Tevens is een vergelijking afgeleid om de optimale SSCS-PDU lengte te berekenen.

Omdat SSCOP gezien kan worden als het "transport" protocol in het 'user plane' van
het B-ISDN protocol referentie model zijn een aantal bestaande transport protocollen
bekeken. Daar geen van deze protocollen aan alle SSCOP eisen voldoet zal een nieuw
protocol ontwikkeld moeten worden.

In dit rapport wordt een protocol beschreven dat de functies van SSCOP kan
vervullen. De zender en ontvanger van het voorgestelde protocol werken bijna geheel
onafhankelijk van elkaar. Het verwerken van de binnenkomende data wordt zo
vereenvoudigd. Tevens voldoet het SSCOP voorstel aan alle andere lichtgewicht
protocol eisen.
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Abstract

The B-ISDN protocol reference model is composed out ofthe physicallayer, the ATM
layer, the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) and the higher layers. The fITst two layers
provide the basic service to switch ATM cells through the network. These layers only
transfer cells form source to destination.
An AAL is needed to adapt different kinds ofPDU (protocol data units), provided by
the higher layer protocols, to the format of these cells.

The services which should be provided by this AAL are split into four service classes
(i.e. class A, B, C and D). Because the classes have some service requirements in
common, the AAL is divided in sublayers. The AAL sublayer, i.e. the Service Specific
Convergence Sublayer (SSCS) is introduced to support the service class C users (i.e.
the connection oriented data applications). To provide the required service CCIT!'
Study Group XVIII has started the standardisation of a Service Specific Connection
Oriented Protocol (SSCOP).

This report outlines the various SSCOP requirements. In addition a SSCOP
description that meets these requirements is given. The results obtained in this
report are used as input for CCITT SG XVIII meetings.

It is stated that processing of the protocol overhead in high speed networks (like B
ISDN) has become a bottleneck. Therefore SSCOP is designed as being a so called
light weight protocol (i.e. the protocol implementation is simpie, the exchange of
control data is minimized and SSCOP supports rate based f1owcontrol and a Selective
Retransmission scheme).

An analysis of the performance of the retransmission schemes Go Back-N and
Selective Repeat shows that both schemes satisfy the SSCOP requirements in case
the roundtrip delay (40 ms) and bit rate (64 kbiUs) are small. In addition an equation
is derived to calculate the optimal SSCS-PDU length.
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Because SSCOP can he seen as the transport protocol in the user plane of the B
ISDN protocol reference model, first some existing transport protocols are examined.
Since none of the considered protocols satisfies all the SSCOP requirements, a new
protocol must he developed.

In this report a proposal for this new protocol is described. In this SSCOP proposal
the sender and receiver operate almost completely independent to minimize the
possessing overhead. In addition SSCOP satisfies the light weight protocol
requirements.
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

Besides the traditional telephone a numher ofcommunication means are available
at present for common use, such as fax and video phone terminals. To simplify the
use of the variety of the so called network applications and to minimize the cost
of the public network(s) (necessary to enable the communication between the
applications), a universal public network should be available where all
applications can he integrated. The advantage of such an integrated network is
that it provides a universal network access and allows the different applications
to share the network resources.

The first step towards an integrated network is the Narrowband Integrated
Services Digital Network (N-I8DN). In this digital network PCM (Pulse Code
Modulation) voice and data signals (i.e. originating from a fax terminal) wiIl use
the same network equipment. The network capacity available per network user
wiIl increase compared to traditional telephone network access. The basic access
rate of a N-I8DN user will be 144 kbitJs (two 64 kbitJs B-channels and one
16 kbitJs D-channel).

This is only a step in the direction of a complete integrated network. A complete
integrated network will satisfy the network requirements of all possible network
users, even broadcast television and interconnection ofLocalArea Networks (LAN)
are supported. For these applications the N-I8DN basic access rate is far from
enough. For instance high definition television requires a network access rate of
some hundreds of Mega bits per second. For this reason the development of the
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-I8DN) is started even before
N-I8DN is completely available.

The standardisation ofthis B-I8DN wiIl be performed by the 'Comité Consultatif
International de Télégraphique et Téléphonique' (CCITT). This committee has
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Chapter 1

chosen the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as the data transfer mode in the
future B-ISDN. ATM is very flexible, it enables the transport of all kind of
different traflic in a uniform way through the broadband network. The flexibility
of ATM ensures that applications developed in the future can also be integrated
in this B-ISDN.

CCITT is divided in a number of Study Groups (SG). The study group SG XVIII
is among others occupied with the standardisation of an ATM adaptation layer
protocol to support class C users (dass C users are the connection oriented data
communication applications). This Service Specifu: Connection Oriented Protocol
(SSCOP) should be optimally suited for the high bit rate ATM environment. In
addition it must provide a retransmission and a flow control scheme.

In this report a possible SSCOP description is given, going ahead of the
standardisation ofSSCOP. The pursued goal ofthis report is dual. First to outline
the various SSCOP requirements. Secondly to come forward with a protocol
description that meets the SSCOP requirements. The results obtained in this
report will be used to provide input for future SG XVIII meetings.

Before a description is given in Chapter 6 of how SSCOP should look alike, an
introduction to ATM principles is given in Chapter 2 and 3. In Chapter 4 some
general high speed protocol requirements are summarized. In addition this
chapter describes how the high speed ATM environment influences the SSCOP
protocol design. In Chapter 5 it is investigated if any of the existing protocols
matches all the SSCOP requirements obtained in Chapter 2, 3 and 4. In
Chapter 7 a SDL (Specification and Deseription Language) specification of the
proposed SSCOP is given. The last chapter, Chapter 8, contains the condusions.

2



ATM Concepts

Chapter 2

ATM Concepts

2.1 Introduction

The B-ISDN win support a variety of services each with different requirements
to the service provided by the network. For instance transmission of voice and
video makes strict demands on the time relation between sender and receiver.
They can however tolerate a small bit error rate. Data on the contrary demands
the opposite, it can not tolerate bit errors at all and the time relation between
sender and receiver is not that important.
Some examples of possible B-ISDN services are given in Figure 2.1. This figure
shows the variation in the bit rates and connection holding time of the B-ISDN
users.

To meet all the service requirements B-ISDN must be flexible. The ATM [Pryk'91J
is suggested and accepted within CCITT as the transfer mode to offer this
flexibility.

ATM is a connection-oriented technique. During a communication session three
different phases can be distinguished. First there is a call-setup. During this
phase the network checks if the demanded service can be provided. If the
demanded capacity is available it will be reserved. In the second phase the data
is transmitted. Finally the reserved network resources are released again.

User information is transported transparently through the ATM network. No
error control is performed on the user information on a link by link basis such as
present in X.25 based networks. Error control is only present (if required) end to
end. This is sufficient in future networks because of the high reliability of new
transmission media (e.g. optical fibers). End to end error control saves processing
time in ATM switching nodes. This is necessary to obtain small switching delays

3
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Figure 2.1: B-ISDN service examples

in the ATM nodes so data can be transferred with the required speed through the
network.
Two user network interface capacities are defined. One of 155 MbitJs and one of
622 Mbit/s.

To transfer information through the ATM network, the data stream is cut into
fixed size data units called ceUs. A cell (Figure 2.2) consists of a user information
field to transport user information and a header, mainly used for routing the user
information through the network.

The total size of the cell is 53 octets, 5 are used for the header (overhead),
48 octets to carry the user information (payload). The size of the cell payload is
a compromise between needs for file transfer and for instanee transfer of voice
data. To transfer quickly large data files, a small overhead is desirabIe. The user
information field should therefore be large compared to the header. On the other
hand ifthe information field is too large the transfer ofvoice would he delayed too
much. For a 64 kbitJs PCM, filling a 48 octet ATM information field brings about
an extra delay of 6 ms between souree and destination. In case of larger
information fields the time required filling this field would cause an unacceptable
delay.

The term asynchronous in ATM means there is no permanent time relation
between souree and destination. A time relation is not, like for instance in N
ISDN, constructed or maintained inside the network. The cells travel through a
ATM network with a bit rate, independent of the rate at which the sender offers

4
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____U_S_ER_-_D_A_TA ~

Figure 2.2: The ATM Cell

the data to the ATM network. The time relation (i.e. the bit rate offered by the
sender) is restored, if necessary at the boundaries of the network.

2.2 ATM protocol reference model

The concept oflayering in the ATMProtocol Reference Model (PRM) in Figure 2.3,
is adopted from the Open System lnterconnection (OSI) reference model. It covers
most of the functions of OSI layers 1 and 2 (physical and datalink layer).

In the ATM PRM three different planes can be distinguished. A user plane to
transport user information, a control plane to support transfer of signalling
information and a management plane which is responsible for the management
of the different planes. This segregation has been adopted from the N-ISDN
reference model.

In addition the ATM PRM can be divided into three layers. The physicallayer is
used to transport information, the ATM layer which performs switching, routing
and multiplex functions and the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) which adapts all
kind of different users requirements to the service offered by the ATM layer.
The first two layers will be briefly discussed in the next two sections, the AAL will
be discussed in Chapter 3 (i.e. the marked plane in Figure 2.3).
The layer related recommendations approved at the November 1990 CCITT SG
XVIII meeting are included in Figure 2.3.

2.3 Physical layer

The ATM physical layer is divided in two sublayers. The Physical Medium
sublayer (PM sublayer) and the Transmission Convergence sublayer (TC sublayer).
The PM performs medium dependent bit functions. This layer is responsible for
bit transfer, bit alignment and line coding.
The recognition of cell boundaries is done in the TC sublayer. This layer also
provides the Header Error Check (HEC) sequence. When transmitting, this layer
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generates the HEC sequenee and inserts it in the header. In the reeeiving mode,
eell headers are eheeked for errors. If possibIe they are eorreeted, if not the eell
is disearded, preventing misdelivery of eells.
In addition the TC sublayer scrambles the eell information field. Serambling
reduces the probability that the TC sublayer recognizes a (false) header in the
information field. The information field is deserambled again by the reeeiving TC
sublayer.
Finally this sublayer inserts and diseards unassigned eells in the bit stream in
order to adapt the rate of ATM eeIls to the payload capacity of the transmission
system. This is called rate deeoupling.

2.4 ATM layer

The ATM layer is independent of the physieal medium and for this reason
independent of the physieallayer. The ATM layer is eommon to all ATM layer
users, including management and signalling. The basic ATM layer funetions are:

• CeIl header generation and extraction
• Cell multiplexing and demultiplexing
• Generic floweontrol
• Routing

When transmitting, the ATM layer aeeepts the 48 octet ATM Service Data Units
(SDU) and transforms this SDU to an ATM Protocol Data Unit (PDU), also called

6
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ATM cell, by adding a 5 octet header. The ATM-PDU is passed to the physieal
layer. When reeeiving eens, the opposite is done.
Two different een header structures ean he distinguished (Figure 2.4). One is used
at the User Network Interface (UNI), the other at the Network Network Interface
(NNI).

The Generic Flow Control (GFC) field is used to manage the flow of eens from
ATM connections within the eustomer premises network. The access to this
shared medium by multiple users is regulated by the GFC protoeol.lt is therefore
only present at the UNI.

For identifieation of the payload type a three bit Payload Type (PT) field is
available. For instanee, the binary code 110 is used when the payload contains
management information.

There are two kinds of een priorities. If a een has low priority, the Celt Loss
Priority (CLP) is set to one. cens with a low priority may be disearded in case of

UNI

GFC: Generic Flow Control

VPI: Virtual Patb lndentifier

VCl: Virtual Channal Identifier

PT : Payload Type

oele'

2

4

S3

NNI

RES : Reserved

CLP : Cell Loss Priority

HEC : Header Error Contr

IlE.ADER

INFORMATION

FIELD

Figure 2.4: ATM header structure at UNI (left) and at NNI (right)
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congestion. This is done in favour of the high priority cells (CLP=O). However
when CLP is 0 there is no guarantee that the ceU will arrive at the receiver.

The Reader Error Control (HEC) has already been briefly discussed.

In ATM, all connections are identified by a number. This is because multiple
connections can be multiplexed on a single link. The identification number is split
in two fields. A Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and a Virtual Channel Identifier
(VCI).
A VCI identifies a Virtual Channel Connection (VCC) and is assigned during the
caU set up. It has only local significance (on a link by link base). The VCI can be
translated in the ATM Virtual Channel (VC) switching nodes.
When using the 622 Mbit/s bit rate it is possible to multiplex approximately ten
thousand 64 kbiUs channels. To distinguish all these channels a 16 bit VCI is
required. A VPI identifies semi permanent connections, Virtual Path Connection
(VPC) which are configured by the network management. The VPI field is an 8 bit
identifier at the UNI and 16 bits at the NNI. A VPC supports a large number of
VCs. Using the Virtual Path (VP) concept processing time during routing is
reduced. The reason for this is that VCs, which have to be routed to the same
destination, can use the same VPI. With this concept the ATM connection
identification number (i.e the VPI) has only to be partially examined in the VP
switching nodes.

8



ATM adaptation layer

Chapter 3

ATM adaptation layer

3.1 Introduction

It is possible that some items, described in this chapter win be changed in the
future, because at the moment only new draft versions of recommendations,
describing the ATM Adaptation Layer (1.362, 1.363) are available. Most used
information originates from the approved 1990 version and the june 1992
proposed revision ofI.363 (CCITT document TD 38 XVIII/8). It is mentioned ifan
other version is used.

The ATM layer described in the previous chapter, is a service independent layer.
To map the variety of user requirements to the ATM layer an ATM adaptation
layer (AAL) is foreseen in the ATM PRM. In case of signalling for instance, the
AAL must be able to support the OSI layer 3 signalling protocols. To support
connectionless services the AAL should support a higher layer that contains
addressing and routing functions. In short the AAL should enhance the services
provided by the ATM layer to the service required by the higher layers.
Some AAL service users may not require an AAL mapping service. In this case
the AAL protocol functions are reduced to the reception and delivery ofthe ATM
SDUs, there is no AAL control information present in these SDUs.

To perform the mapping between higher layers and the ATM layer the AAL
type 3/4 functions are organized in severallogical sublayers. The advantage ofthis
sublayering is that it is not necessary to design a complete new AAL for every
new higher layer application. The AAL type 3/4 is segregated in a Segmentation
and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer and a Convergence Sublayer (CS).

9
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The SAR mainly performs the segmentation of a variabIe length CS-PDU into
44 octet pieces (i.e. the SAR·PDU payload field) and reassembles the CS-PDU in
the receiving mode. This function is common to most AAL users.
The CS provides the service at the AAL Service Access Point (SAP), between the
sublayers no SAPs are defined. The CS is service dependent. The transmitting CS
accepts AAL-SDUs of variabIe length from the higher layers and generates
variabIe length CS-PDUs.

3.2 Service classification

To prevent that the flexibility of ATM is used as an argument to accept a large
number of AAL standards, a service classification is defined. This classification
is based on three parameters each describing a specific service characteristic.
These parameters are:

• Timing relation between source and destination. Is this relation
required or not.

• Bit rate. Is the bit rate constant or variabIe.
• Connection mode. One can distinguish a conneetion-oriented and

connection-less service.

The service classification is only based on these three parameters. Others such as
an assured or non-assured mode are treated as a quality of service parameter.
Only four valid service classes can be extraeted out of all possible parameter
combinations. These classes are shown in Figure 3.1.

Timing relation between
source and destination

Bit rate

Connection mode

Figure 3.1: AAL Service classification
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The presented classification in Figure 3.1 is only used in the AAL. To illustrate
the four service classes some examples are given below.

Class A:
Class B:
Class C:
Class D:

Circuit emulation, constant bit rate video
VariabIe bit rate video and audio
Connection oriented data transfer
Connectionless data transfer (MANILAN interconnection)

Class'C and D are closely related. The only difference is the connection mode.
At the moment three different types of AAL protocols are described by CCITT.
An AAL type 1 protocol win be used by constant bit rate services.
Signalling and class C and D services including services like X.25 will use
type 3/41). More specific services for type 2 and 3/4 are for further study.
The definition of a fourth type (i.e. type 5) to support class C users is also for
further study.

Only type 3/4 protocols are of interest in the remainder of this report. They win
be discussed in the next section.

3.3 AAL type 3/4

3.3.1 AAL service modes

In AAL type 3/4 two different modes of service are defined, a message mode and
a streaming mode. These modes provide the transport of AAL-SDUs in CS-PDUs.
The AAL-SDUs are transported across the AAL-SAP in one or more AAL Interface
Data Units (AAL-IDUs). The transport of data between layerx and layerx+1 is
clarified in Figure 3.2.

In the message mode the AAL-SDU is transported in one AAL-IDU. In this mode
two transport options are available.
The first one provides the transport of variabIe length AAL-SDUs. An internal
segmentation function is available to transport the AAL-SDU in one or more CS
PDUs. In the reversed direction these CS-PDUs are reassembled again.

t) Originally type 3 should be used to support class C users and type 4 tor class 0 users. However it turned out
to ba that both protocol types would support almost the same function. Therefore the type 3 and type 4 protocol
functions are combined in one protocol type Le. type 314.
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Figure 3.2: Relation between layers

The second mode of operation has a blocking (deblocking) function available to
transport (receive) one or more fixed size AAL-SDUs with a minimallength ofone
byte, in one CS-PDU.

The streaming mode transports variabIe length AAL-SDUs in one or more AAL
IDUs. All IDUs belonging to a single AAL-SDU are transported in one or more
CS-PDUs, for this reason an internal segmentation and reassembling function is
present in the convergence sublayer.
In this mode it is possible to transmit pipelined AAL-SDUs. Pipelining stands for
the ability to transmit portions of the AAL-SDU before the entire AAL-SDU is
available.
An abort function is included in this mode to discard a partially transferred AAL
SDU.

The sending and receiving AAL do not have to operate in the same service mode.
All possible combinations are summarized in Table 3.1.

The AAL-IDU is introduced to clarify the transport of AAL-SDUs. H a complete
AAL-SDU is transferred, one AAL-IDU is used to pass the SDU across the AAL
SAP (message mode). An AAL-SDU which is not yet completely available at the
AAL-SAP can already partially be transferred to the underlaying layer (streaming
mode). To show that the AAL-SDU is not transferred in instance, AAL-IDUs cross
the interface.

With a low speed data stream (e.g. the data originating from a terminal) it will
take some time before an AAL-SDU is completely available at the AAL-SAP. In
this case the streaming mode can be used to transport portions of the AAL-SDU
(in AAL-IDUs) to prevent the data is delayed too much.

12
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Table 3.1: The possible sender and receiver service mode combinations

Receiver Sender

MM/Blocking MM/Segmenling SM

MM/Deblocking A NA NA

MM/Reassembly NA A A

SM NA A A

MM = Message mode
SM = Sleaming mode

A = Applicable
NA = Nol Applicable

Both service modes may offer an assured and a non-assured operation procedure.

In the assured mode all AAL-SDU are delivered with exactly the same
contents as the original AAL-SDU transmitted by the sender. Corrupted
or missing CS-PDUs are retransmitted. This mode of operation requires
flow control and is restricted to point-to-point ATM layer connections. In
a point-to-multipoint connection the assured mode would cause the
receiving points to transmit control information. This additional
information flow is undesired especially while the origin of the received
control information would he unknown.

In the non-assured mode, lost or corrupted CS-PDUs are not retransmitted.
Corrupted CS-PDUs can optionally be delivered to the AAL User. Flow
control is also an option for this operation mode and again only allowed in
point-to-point ATM layer connections.

3.3.2 The SAR sublayer

Five SAR sublayer functions are defined in 1.363.
The SAR sublayer:

• preserves SAR-SDUs (the SAR-SDU is preserved by providing the
SAR-PDU with a segment type indication and a SAR-PDU payload
length).

• performs error detection and handling. Bit errors in SAR-PDUs or
lost or misinserted SAR-PDU are detected and discarded.
An optional feature may he included to deliver errored SAR-PDUs
to the CPCS.

13
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• preserves the SAR-SDU sequenee integrity (the sequenee of SAR
SDUs is maintained within a CPCS connection).

• has the ability to multiplex or demultiplex multiple SAR-SDUs
belonging to different CPCS connections on a single ATM
connection.

• may abort a partially transmitted SAR-SDU.

To support these functions a 2 octet SAR-PDU header and a 2 octet trailer are
added to the 44 octet SAR-PDU payload (together forming the 48 octet ATM
SDU). The strueture of the SAR-PDU is shown in Figure 3.3.

The Segment Type (ST) and Length Indieation fields are used to preserve the
SAR-SDU. The ST field identifies A SAR-PDU as eontaining the Begin Of a
Message (BOM), the Continuation Of a Message (CaM), the End Of a Message
(EOM), a Single Segment Message (SSM).

The Sequence Number (SN) is used to deteet lost or misinserted eells. This 4 bit
sequenee number enables the SAR-PDU, originating from the same SAR-SDU to
be numbered modulo 16.

ST

SN

Segment Type (2 bits)

Sequenee Number (4 bits)

Lr : Length lndication (8 bits)

CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Code (10 bits)

MID Multiplex ldentificaLion (10 bits)

Figure 3.3: AAL type 3 SAR·PDU format

The Multiplexing Identification (MlD) field is used for the SAR multiplex function.
This field allows SAR-PDUs originating from different SAR-SDUs to he
multiplexed on a single ATM connection. The SAR-PDUs helonging to the same
SAR-SDU are marked with the same MlD value. At the reeeiving site this MlD
value ean he used to demultiplex the flow of SAR-PDU.

The SAR-PDU payload is left justified. If the data being transmitted, is not
enough to fill the PDU payload field, the unused part is filled with zeros.

14
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The Length Indication (LI) field indicates the number of useful octets originating
ofthe SAR-SDV that are included in the SAR-PDV payload field. For this reason
LI should always be equal to 44 in case ST is coded as BOM or COM. The value
of LI may vary between 4 and 44 octets for a EOM SAR-PDV and between 8 and
44 octets for a SSM SAR-PDD. The minimum LI boundaries are caused by the
CPCS overhead.

Error detection is performed with a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) code. The
CRC field contains the value of a calculation which is performed over the entire
contents of the SAR-PDV including the SAR payload, header and LI field. This
is a major distinction between the error detection in the SAR and the error
detection in the ATM layer. The last one only detects errors and corrects single
bit errors in the cell header, no detection is performed on the payload.
In the SAR sublayer still nothing is done to recover multiple bit errors or cellloss
errors.

3.3.3 The Convergence Sublayer

The Convergence Sublayer is placed on top ofthe SAR sublayer and is divided in
a Common Part Convergence Sublayer (CPCS) and a Service Specific Convergence
Sublayer (SSCS). This segregation has been made to support the high degree of
commonality between the service required by class C and Dusers. Vp to the
CPCS the provided service is for both classes exactly the same.
Between the SSCS and the CPCS no SAP is defined.

3.3.3.1 The CPCS

The sequence integrity ofthe CPCS-SDVs is preserved on each CPCS connection.
Some of the function provided by this part depends on whether the AAL service
user is operating in streaming or in message mode.
Included functions are:

• preservation of the CPCS-SDV
• error identification and handling (corrupted data is discarded or

delivered to the SSCS)
• providing the receiver with information about the buffer allocation

size
• abort (to abort a partially transmitted CPCS-SDV)
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Additional functions are for further study.

In the CPCS sublayer a 4 octet header and a 4 octet trailer is added to the CPCS
payload as shown in Figure 3.4. In addition a padding field is provided to extend
the CPCS payload to a modulo 32 bit size.

The Common Part Indication (CPI) indicates how the other header and trailer
fields have to be interpreted (e.g. it could contain the measuring units for the
values assigned to the Length and BASize fields). Other uses of this field are for
further study. However the use of this field is restricted to the CPCS and SAR
sublayer functions.

CS-PDU

CPI : CommOl1 Part Indication (I octet)

BTag : Begin Tag (I octet)

BASîze : Buffer Allocation Sîze (2 octets)

r------ Trailer

PAD : Padding (0-3 octels)

AL : Alignment (I octet)

ETag : End Tag (I octet)

Length : Payload Length (2 octets)

Figure 3.4: AAL type 3 CPCS-PDU format

The Begin Tag (BTag) and End Tag (ETag) of the same CPCS-PDU must be
equal. These fields can be used at the receiver side to detect the loss of multiple
cens. If exactly 16 cens are lost, the SN in the SAR·PDU header (Figure 3.3) can
not detect the loss of these cens because the SN field is only 4 bits long. This
means that the SAR-PDUs can only be numbered modulo 16. When reassembling
the CPCS·PDU the Length field in the trailer should deliver a conflicting value.
However it is possible that due to loss of cens exactly the front of a corrupted
SAR-PDU together with the trail of an other following corrupted SAR-PDU form
a CPCS-PDU with a correct Length value. In this case a different BTag and ETag
value in the composed CPCS-PDU delivers an error.
The value of ETag (and BTag) is incremented by the sender for each successive
transmitted CS-PDU (modulo 256).

To inform the receiver about the maximum buffer size required to receive a CS
PDU, the Buffer Allocation Size (BASize) field is included. The value of BASize
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is set greater than or equal to the length of the CS-PDU payload.

For implementation reasons the CPCS-PDU must have a modulo 32 bit (4 octet)
length. This provides that the CPCS-PDU trailer is always placed on a 32 bit
boundary. To obtain a modulo 32 bit payload, a Padding (PAD) field with a
variabIe length (0-3 octets) is inserted between payload and trailer. These padding
octets are strictly used for filling, they may not contain any user information.

For the same reason the padding field is added to the CPCS payload, the
Alignment (AL) field is added to the trailer.

The Length field contains the length of the CPCS payload. This field enables the
receiver to detect loss or gain ofinformation through loss or misinsertion of ATM
cells.

3.3.3.2 The SSCS

This sublayer may be empty for instance when used in type 4. In this case the
SSCS performs only the mapping of the AAL primitives on the CPCS primitives.
The SSCS for supporting class C users is not yet defined by CCITT. The function
that should be included in this sublayer to support the class C users requirements
will be described in the remaining part of this report.

In Figure 3.5 the previous discussed AAL-SDU mapping is summarized.

3.4 AAL user requirements

The implementation ofthe AAL and specifically the implementation ofthe SSCS
mainly depends on the user requirements at the AAL-SAP.
As can be seen in Figure 3.6 the AAL is not present in the ATM network, it
performs only end to end functions.

The main AAL task is, as mentioned, to adapt the user requirements to the ATM
network characteristics. The same task description is applicable to the OSI
transport layer [BB-X.214]. Using the transport layer user requirements, the AAL
should provide the following service:
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end to end functions

AAL AAL
link by link

ATM ATM
functions Network

Physical Physical

Figure 3.6: ATM and AAL connections

• AAL provides independency ofthe underlying layers. The format of
the underlying layers is of no concern of the AAL user.

• The AAL provides the transparent transfer of AAL-SDUs. The
content, format, length2

) or coding of the SDUs is not restricted by
the AAL

• The AAL provides the in sequence delivery of AAL-SDUs to the
AAL users

• The AAL user and provider have the possibility to establish and
release AAL connections. Multiple connections between the same
AAL users should be possible.

• The AAL provides the user means to flow control the rate at which
the sending AAL service user may send SDUs.

• The AAL user may request and agree upon a Quality Of Service
(QOS) for the transfer of data. This QOS is specified by QOS
parameters. If the requested minimum QOS can not be fulfilled
(any more) the connection can be terminated.

The QOS parameters are used by the AAL service users to seleçt their appropriate
AAL-SAP. The QOS offered by the network (i.e. ATM layer) is then enhanced by
the AAL to the requested QOS.
These QOS parameters can also be used to describe the performance ofa network.
QOS parameters include [Hehm'89][ECMA'90]:

• maximum transit delay;
• mean throughput;
• the peak information rate and the burstiness or occupancy of the

throughput, the portion of the time that the peak throughput is
sustained, measured over the duration of a caU. This parameter
characterizes non continuous bit rate data transfer;

2) except that AAL-SOUs must be an integral number of eight bits
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• residual bit error rate, gives the ratio ofthe number of bits in error
to the number of transmitted bits;

• the cellioss rate, gives the ratio of the number of lost eells to the
number of transmitted cens;

• the error handling strategy requested by the user (e.g. error
recovery, error indication or non of the latter error strategies);

3.5 Conclusion

The service provided by the AAL type 3 user plane win be similar to the service
provided by the OSI transport layer.
For this reason the SSCS win have to take care of all of the user requirements
mentioned in Section 3.4 because they are not provided by the SAR sublayer and
CPCS. For instance, the CPCS restricts the payload to a maximum of 64 kbytes.
In addition the underlaying layers do not cope with lost data, they only detect it.
So the SSCS (user plane) protocol can be regarded as the "transport";» protocol
in the ATM PRM.

In the next chapter it will be examined how the SSCS can optimany satisfy the
service requirements in the high speed B-ISDN environment.

3) SSCOP does not support all OSI transport layer tunctions. In this report the term "transport" is used to highlight
the tact SSCOP has an end-to-end tunctionality.
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Chapter 4

Influence of B-ISDN on protocol
design

4.1Introduction

The maximum network throughput is in a B-ISDN environment not longer the
bottleneck for high speed data transfer. Optical fihers and high speed switches
enable transmission speeds up to giga bits per second. In these high-speed
networks, protocol overhead processing has hecome the main transmission speed
limitation.
For this reason light weight protocols should be designed. Light weight protocols
are protocols designed with a minimum overhead to increase the efficiency,
possibly without degradation of the performance. For instance a protocol can be
made success oriented [Haas'91]. Success oriented protocols are protocols where
the error handling mechanism is simplified on the benefit of errorless data
transfer however in case of an error large penalties are paid. Success oriented
protocols can be designed today due to reliable transmission lines.

When designing light weight protocols two basis strategies are possible. First,
traditional protocols can be adapted to the high speed environment like for
instance done with TCP/IP [Clar'89). Secondly new ones can he designed.

First in Section 4.2 some general high speed requirements will be discussed. Then
in Section 4.3 some typical B-ISDN values are given. With these values some of
the items dealt with in Section 4.2 wiIl be examined on their suitability in a B
ISDN ATM environment in Section 4.4 up to Section 4.8.
With the results obtained in this chapter a picture can be formed how a SSCOP
should look like.
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4.2 General high speed protocol requirements

In this section it will be described how the protocol processing overhead can be
limited. The results of this section can be used as requirements when designing
new light weight protocols or whenjudging existing protocols on their light weight
capabilities.

Parallel execution:
If different protocol functions can be executed in parallel, execution time is saved.
For instanee, sequencing ofreceived data can he performed parallel with the error
check. Ifthe data is sequenced, it still can be decided whether to deliver the data
or discard it (dependent on the error check result).

Packet format:
Protocol execution can be simplified (speeded up) ifthe packet format is optimized
[Wai'83].
The control fields in header and trailer should be byte (or an integral number of
bytes) aligned. If the control fields are not byte aligned, dummy bits should he
added. This alignment simplifies the hardware processing ofcontrol information.
Packets should be as large as possible. When transmitting data in large packets,
less packets have to be processed. In addition more processing time per packet is
available.
Control information should be properly placed in the header and trailer to enable
execution of several protocol functions in parallel (e.g. data checksum in the
trailer).
Also for parallel execution reasons a control field should only be related to one
function.
The last remark concerning the packet format is, it should use a fixed size header
and trailer. In this case it is not necessary to scan a control field searching for the
needed information.

Error correction:
One can distinguish three different error correction strategies.
First, the PAR (Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission) method. The PAR
strategy acknowledges correctly received information blocks. Un-acknowledged
data is retransmitted on a time-out base at the sender. The advantage ofthe PAR
strategy is that the processing at the receiver side is minimized. Disadvantage of
the PAR strategy is the difficulty of setting the retransmission time-out value.
This is obstructed by variabie round trip delays in WANs. If it is set to short,
delayed information will be retransmitted. If it is set to long, the sender has
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already transmitted a large amount ofinformation until it is notified an error has
occurred.

The second strategy is the ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) strategy. Correction
oferrors (retransmission) is done on the basis ofinformation send by the receiver.
Two possible ARQ schemes are: Go Back·N and 8elective Repeat.

A simple implementation in both sender and receiver is the main
advantage of the Go Back-N retransmission strategy. The major
disadvantage is experienced when using high transmission speed
on long transmission lines (such as present in B-I8DN). For
instanee, assume the round trip delay between sender and receiver
is 60 ms and the bit rate 100 MbiUs. In case of detection ofan error
it takes the receiver 30 ms to notify the sender. In this time
approximately 0.8 Mbyte are transmitted and will be lost due to the
Go Back-N scheme. For this reason errors will negatively effect the
throughput on high speed transmission lines due 00 the so called
buffer capacity of these lines (in the 30 ms delay line approximately
0.4 Mbytes are stored). In addition the network will be
unnecessarily loaded with retransmitted data.

Later a better retransmission scheme has been developed. Selective
retransmission gives, especially in high speed networks, a
performance improvement. Only corrupted data is retransmitted on
request of the receiver. The disadvantage of selective
retransmission is the large buffer capacity needed at the receiver
(00 buffer out of sequence data) and the negative effect it has on a
simple protocol implementation. However the disadvantage may be
small relative to the positive effect selective retransmission has on
throughput.

The third error correction strategy is called FEC (Forward Error Correction). In
this scheme errors can be corrected at the receiver by means of redundant data
that is added to the original data stream so no retransmissions are necessary.
Therefore this correction scheme is especially applicable for real-time services for
which errors can not be corrected by means of retransmission as a result of the
delay requirements.
Disadvantage of the FEC scheme is that the transmission and generation of the
redundant data steam consumes bandwidth and processing time. This is a fixed
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reduction of the transmission capacity. When using a retransmission scheme,
transmission capacity is only lost in case of an error.
In addition with a FEC scheme the amount of subsequent errored packets that
can be corrected is limited (the amount of errors that can be corrected is
depending on the amount of redundant data that is added to the data stream).
Therefore this scheme can not guarantee a hundred percent assured data transfer
service.

Exchange of state information
During data transmission it is necessary to exchange state information. State
information transmitted by the sender notifies the receiver of, for example data
that has been transmitted. State information originating from the receiver
contains among others information about correct or errored received data and
flowcontrol information. Two exchanging schemes can be distinguished.

In the first one, state information is exchanged as a result of a
transmission event (e.g. detection ofan error, correct received data).

In the serond one, state information is exchanged periodically
[Port'91)[Sabn'89]. In this manner state information is processed
and transmitted regardless of the received (or transmitted) data.
This simplifies the design of the receiver because data and state
information can be processed independently. Also the amount of
needed recovery timers is strongly reduced.
Simplification of the receiver is desirabIe because the receiver is,
compared to the sender and concerning processing, the heaviest
loaded one (among others as a result of his error detection and
correction task)[Doer'90). When state-information is exchanged
periodically the receiver can dedicate itselfalmost completely to the
processing of incoming data. This scheme is therefore preferabIe to

the first scheme in a high speed environment.

Flow control:
To prevent buffer overrun at the receiver the information flow should he
controlled. Credits are given to the sender by the receiver to transmit a certain
amount ofunacknowledged data. This to prevent the sender has to stop (lock-step)
the transmission until it receives acknowledgements for previous transmitted
packets.
Ifthe transmission is window flow controlled, credits are given to send an amount
of data. The number of unacknowledged outstanding data packets may never
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exceed the maximum window size. The disadvantage ofthis scheme in high speed
networks is the large window (buffercapacity) needed in both sender and receiver.
In high speed networks the receiver must be able to open a large window to allow
the sender to transmits a large amount of data (equal to the amount of data that
can be stored in a transmission line for the period of a round trip delay). If this
is not possible the sender still operates in loek-step mode and is transmitting the
data in bursts. This results in a negative effect on the throughput.

Better in high speed networks is to rate control the information flow. During the
connection establishment and data transfer phase, the sender and receiver have
means available to negotiate on the data transmission rate (taking into account
the buffer capacity at the receiver). Sa not only the amount of transmitted data
is restricted but also the time a transmission should take. This permits high
throughput and an even information flow which is favourable by the network.

Connection management:
When a sender wants to transmit information, he has to notify the receiver (e.g.
ask whether he is ready). The sender must also notify the receiver, or the other
way round, when it wants to stop the transmission (i.e. close the connection).
Because errors can occur this connection management is rather complicated. For
example the connection establishment must be protected against false opening
(due to lost, out of sequence or duplicated packets).
For a reliable establishment two schemes are available [Wats'891, handshaking
and timer based connection management.
Using handshaking, a connection is established (closed) with the exchange of
information.
With a timer based scheme, a connection is established on receipt of the first
packet and closed after a certain timer interval.
Although this last scheme reduces the transmission overhead it has the
disadvantage of setting correct timer values, especially in networks with much
variation in transmission delays, for instance B-I8DN. For this reason
handshaking is a better method in these kind of high speed networks.
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4.3 ATM network characteristics

4.3.1 Network delay

The roundtrip delay (Td ) in ATM networks [Pryk'91] ean be subdivided in a
number of items whieh eause this delay.

•

•

First, the transfer delay (Tt). This delay only depends on the
distanee between souree and destination. Assuming signals
propagate with the speed oflight in transmission media, this delay
win eause a fixed delay of 3.3 JlS per kilometre.

Seeondly, the processing delay (Tp )' depending on the
implementation and the number ofthe nodes that are neeessary to
build aeonneetion between source and destination.
This delay can further be subdivided in the delay caused by:

packetizing delay
switching delay, which eonsists out of the queuing delay and
fixed switching delay, the time necessary to switch cens.

The packetizing delay for a 53 octet cen varies from 6 ms (at 64 kbit/s) to O.S JlS
(at 622 Mbit/s).
Estimation of the switching delay is not that easy. The fixed switching delay
depends on the implementation of the switches. Switching cens and using
155 Mbit/s to 622 Mbit/s links, this delay win be approximately vary between 2 Jls
and 32 JlS per exchange.
The queuing delay depends on the link load, cenloss probability and the number
of queues used in the switehing architecture. If only one queue is used the delay
in packets can be caleulated with a MlD/I queuing model (Figure 4.1).
When the link load is SO% and the transmission speed is 155 Mbit/s, the cen delay
win be approximately 0.1 ms (50 cens delay according to Figure 4.1) in a one
queue system.

Accumulation of these delays for continental connections (1000 km), which are
going through eight ATM exchanges, win result in a one way delay of
approximately 10 ms. To be on the save side, 10 ms4

) is added. So the delay win
be approximately 20 ms (Td=40 ms).

4) When besides an ATM network also another type of network is used to built a connection, extra packetizing
(6 ms at 64 kbil/s) and switching delay should be added.
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Figure 4.1: Queue length as a function ofthe lood {Pryk'91}

When global connections (world wide) are used, the delay will mainly be
determined by the transfer delay. For instance, if a satellite link is used in the
connection, a one way delay of 250 ms is added to the total one way delay when
assuming a satellite distance of 38,000 km (the minimum satellite distance when
it is placed in a geostationary orbit, is 35,786 km the maximum distance is
approximately 41,500 km).
When using optical fibers the maximum transmission delay will he 100 ms,
assuming a propagation delay of 5 Jls/km for optical fibers and a half earth
circumference of 20,000 km.

This results in a roundtrip delay of maximum 40 ms for continental connections
and approximately 0.5 s when using global conneetions when using a satellite.

4.3.2 SSCS-PDU errors

The error handling task for the SSCS consists out of requesting retransmission
of lost or discarded CPCS-PDUs. A CPCS-PDU is discarded when data is missing
at the receiver to complete a correct CPCS-PDU (operating in the assured mode).
The reason for discarding a SSCS-PDU is a result of the occurrence of one of the
following items:
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• First, a cen is delivered by the receiver but the SAR-PDU is
discarded because one (or more) bit errors are detected by the SAR
layer in the SAR·PDU

• Secondly, one ore more cens are lost in the network. A sequence
error occurs in the SAR-sublayer or the CPCS-sublayer detects a
conflicting BTag, ETag value or an incorrect Length field value.

• Third, miss-routed eens (due to misinterpretation ofthe header) are
received. The probability of this event is much less than the
probability that cens are lost.
In case a misrouted cen is received it win most probably he detected
by the SAR layer (e.g. SN, MlD error). If this is not the case, an
invalid CPCS-PDU Length value win cause an error.

Probability (%) ~

g:

2 3 >4
nomOOr of more<! bits

Figure 4.2: Distribution of the number of errored bits per errored
second in optical fibers {Pryk'91}.

About bit errors in ATM network de fonowing remark can be made. Because the
network will mainly be built out of optical fibers the bit error burstiness will
follow the distribution showed in Figure 4.2. This figure shows that the
probability that an errored second contains more than one uncorrelated bit error
is almost neglectable [Pryk'91l.
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Due to reliable optical fiber transmission technology a Bit Error Rate (BER) of
less then than 10-9 is achievable per transmission link in an ATM network.

Cells can be lost in the network while they are routed to their destination.
Reasons for this loss are for example:

• buffer overflow in switching ilodes (this can happen because
statistical multiplexing is used in ATM networks).

• the detection of multiple bit errors in the cell header. Single bit
errors can be corrected. The probability of this event is very small
(Figure 4.2).

• when equipment malfunctions (for instance a laser breaks down)

The Cell Loss Rate (CLR) is just like the BER an important ATM network
characteristic. With the proposed switching equipments a end-to-end CLR between
10-8 and 10-9 for a virtual connection must be achievable [Pryk'91l.

4.3.3 User demands

To obtain an upper limit of delay and error rate in ATM, some user requirements
are included in Table 4.1. The values are the maximally acceptable values for the
relevant service. For the service 'data transmission' a maximally acceptable delay
of 50 ms is included to support distributed computing demands.

Table 4.1: ATM network user requirements {Pryk'911

Service BER CLR Delay

Data transmission 1007 10-6 1000 mslSO ms

Remote Process Control 10-5 10-3 1000 ms
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4.4 Retransmission strategy

4.4.1 Analysis of Go Back·N and Selective Repeat
performance

Based on the description ofdifferent error correction schemes given in Section 4.2,
ARQ is selected as the retransmission scheme for SSCOP. However still a choice
has to be made between Go Back-N and Selective Repeat.

The Go Back-N and Selective Repeat scheme will be compared by calculating their
maximally achievable normalized throughput as a function of the CPCS-PDV
length [Schw'87]. The normalized throughput gives the percentage of the
transmission capacity that is actually used to transmit AAL-user octets. This
throughput is calculated for different values of the roundtrip delay and CPCS
PDV error probability. The maximum length of the CPCS-PDV payload is
assumed to be infinitél .

A CPCS-PDV contains maximally one SSCS-PDV because in the CPCS no
segmentation and reassembling function is included.

Some effects which degrade the normalized throughput for an AAL-user will not
be included in this analysis. For instanee:

• the transmission time that is lost during aconnection setup and
release. This effect appears in both retransmission schemes equally.

• the transmission time that is not used when the sender operates in
loek-step mode (as a result of flow contro!).

• the processing time that is needed to receive or transmit PDVs.

• the transmission time that is lost to exchange information between
sender and receiver (e.g. flow control information).

• the overhead that is introduced by a possible SSCS header or
trailer is not included in the calculation. This overhead will be, just
like the CPCS header and trailer, neglectable when large SSCS-

51 The CPCS payload length may, in the future, ba extended beyond 65,536 octets by means of the CPI field.
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PDUs (containing more than 1000 payload and less than 10
overhead oetets) are transmitted.

The previously mentioned items result in an overall normalized throughput that
is worse than the one that wiIl be calculated.

Definitions
For deriving an expression for the normalized throughput the foIlowing variables
are used (Figure 4.3):

hl
C

L SSCS

LSSCS-SDU:

L'

the nearest positive integer (X) ofx which applies the relation: ~x
Throughput of the ATM connection in bytes per second

SSCS-PDU length in octets (equals the CPCS-payload length)
The SSCS-SDU length in octets
Number ofoverhead octets used to transmit a SSCS-PDU (the PDU
overhead is shaded in Figure 4.3)

Roundtrip delay in seconds

SSCS service user
PDU -BIb {OCUli}

Finl s!CS-PDU ~

SSCS

CPCS

SAR - sU~layer

h~~

ATM -,rayer

N"",.-. i
1Ml Cd1 fraft lal SSCS-POll

Figure 4.3: Clarification of the variable definitions
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=(Lsscs+L')/C, time needed to transmit the SSCS-PDU
Average time needed to transmit a CPCS-PDU

BER
CLR
PSAR

PCPCS

Bit Error Rate
Cell Loss Rate
SAR-PDU error probability
probability that an error occurs in a CPCS-PDU (a CPCS PDU is
errored in case the received CPCS-PDU is not the same as the
transmitted one)

=f(Lsscs+8)/44l, number of necessary cells to transport a CPCS
PDU (in the CPCS-PDU the payload is extended with 8 overhead
octets).
= fLsscS-SDuiLsscsl. number of necessary CPCS-PDUs (or SSCS
PDUs) to transport a SSCS-SDU (neglecting the SSCS overhead)
number of links used for the end-to-end connection.

With these values an expression for the average time needed to transmit a CPCS
PDU (ta) can be found. This value includes the time needed to retransmit errored
CPCS-PDUs. In case ofan SSCS-PDU error (Section 4.3.2), the entire CPCS-PDU
is retransmitted.

The probability of i retransmissions equals:

The amount of retransmissions per CPCS-PDU (0) equals the expectation of I:

""o = E iP[l=i]
i-I

= E iP i cPes(l-PcPeS)
i-I

PCPes d ~ pi
LJ CPeS

1 - P CPeS dPCPeS i-O
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(1)

With the assumption that the transmission buffer of the sender eontinuously
eontains SSCS-PDUs ofconstant length, the maximum efficient transmission rate
(DJ satisfies the relation:

D

The normalized throughput is obtained by dividing D by C.

(2)

Go Back-N normalized throughput
In a Go Baek-N seheme is not only the errored PDU lost, but also the TjtL

subsequent arriving CPCS-PDUs (assuming the sender stops transmitting when
it is notified of an error). This means the average transmission time per CPCS
PDU will be (using Equation (1) and a=TjtL):

t. = +<:öJ
= tL [l + aPCPeS J

1-PcPes

= tJ 1 +apcPesJ
ll-PcPes

This average transmission time together with Equation (2) and the definition of
t L result in the normalized throughput for a Go-Baek-N seheme:

L sscs 1-PCPeS
C t L (1 +aPcPes)
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L sses l-PePes

Lsses+L' 1 +aPePes
(3)

Selective Repeat normalized throughput
The total transmission time will in case of an error inerease only tL seeonds. This
means (using Equation (1) again):

- t 1- L
l-PePes

Using Equation (2) this results in the following equation for the normalized
throughput:

L sses (1-P )
L '

ePes
L sses +

(4)

Comparison between Go Back-N and Selective Repeat
When comparing Equation (3) with Equation (4) it ean he seen that a Go Baek-N
and a Seleetive Repeat seheme will perform equally in the situation where
aPcpcs«l (i.e. Td*Pcpcs/~«l).

Normalized throughput for an AAL-user
It is possihle that a SSCS-SDU is segmented in Ncpcs CPCS-PDUs (Figure 4.3).
The normalized throughput for an AAL-user ean than he ealeulated using
Equation (3) for a Go Baek-N seheme and Equation (4) for a Seleetive Repeat
seheme. However for a Go Baek-N seheme it is neeessary to replaee a=TJtL with
a'=T/(Ncpcs*tL). This results in Equation (5) for Go Back-N and Equation (6) for
Seleetive Repeat.
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LSSCS-SDU (l-P )
L L

' CPeS
SSCS-SDU +

(6)

epeS-PDD error probability
P SAR' is as diseussed in Section 4.3.2, the result of two error mechanisms:

BER in the ATM eell payload (deteeted by the SAR CRC code)
CLR (eaused by the detection ofunreeoverable bit errors in the eell
header or as a results buffer overflow in the ATM switches)

This result in the following SAR- and CPCS-PDD error probabilities:

P = 1 -(1 - P ...N"...CPeS SAR) .

(7)

(8)
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4.4.2 Results

Normalized throughput when PSAR = 0
The influence of the overhead in ATM can be examined by setting PSAR to zero.
Equation (8) inserted in Equation (3) or (4) then gives the ratio ofthe number of
SSCS-PDU octets to the total number of octets used to transport this SSCS-PDU
(D/Cpsar=O)' This ratio as a function of the SSCS-PDU length together with the
number of cells needed to transport the SSCS-PDU is drawn in Figure 4.4.
When small SSCS-PDUs are transported, D/Cpsar=o is small because an entire eell
is used to transport a few octets (large overhead).
The reason for the saw teeth will be explained using the following example. When
Lsscs equals 36 octets the first cen is completely fiIled6l

• To transport 37 octets,
two cell are necessary (one octet is transported in a complete cen) so the D/Cpsar=o
value decreases again. This process continues until Lsscs is large enough so that
D/Cpsar=o is almost only defined by the cen overhead:

lim (D) = 44 "" 0.83
Lssc.~~ lc PSAR.. 53

D/C 1.0 Number [Cells]
220

~AR=O 0.9
200

0.83
0.8 180

0.7 160

0.6 140

0.5
120

100
0.4

80
0.3

60

0.2
40

0.1 20

0.0 0
le+OO le+Ol le+02 le+03 le+04

Lsscs [bytes]

Figure 4.4: DI CPS4T=O and the number of used cells as a function of the
SSCS-PDU length.

6) besides lsscs octets also 8 CPCS-PDU overhead octets must be transported.
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The overhead is a disadvantage of ATM. Because information is transported in
fixed size packets the overhead is relatively large (it is minimally 17% for the
AAL type 3/4 user). The overhead is always smaller than 20% when Lis greater
than 1357 octets (the variation in D/Cpsar=O is now less than 3% as shown in
Figure 4.4). To transport this SSCS-PDD (1357 + 8 octets), 32 cells are needed.
The last cell transports only one octet.

Normalized throughput when PSAR:I: 0
When the CPCS error probability (Equation (8)) is used in Equation (3) and (4),
the influence that a certain error schemes has on the normalized throughput can
be calculated. This is done in three different examples (Tabie 4.2). Example I can
be seen as a worst case situation. Here the data transmission service values given
in Table 4.1 are used which can be seen as the minimally acceptable values under
which data transmission occurs. In example 111 transmission occurs when using
a minimum amount of links. In example 11 the performance is calculated for an
intermediate situation.

Table 4.2: The PSAR values used in the three examples

Example BER CLR Nlink PSAR

(Equation 7)

I (Figure 4.5) 10'7 10'6 1 3.9'10'5

11 (Figure 4.7) 10,10 10'8 9 3.6'10'7

111 (Figure 4.8) 10,10 10'8 2 8.7'10'8

In all the examples the normalized throughput is calculated for different values
of the roundtrip delay and the bit error rate. For Td the values obtained in
Section 4.3.1 are used (e.g. Td=40 ms and Td=0.5 s). For the transmission bit rate
C, three different values are used (64 kbitls, 155 Mbitls and 622 Mbitls).
The maximum achievable normalized throughput and a CPCS-PDD length of
65536 octets are marked in the figures with the dotted lines.

Example I
The saw teethes in the graphics are as explained, aresult ofthe varying overhead
caused by the fixed size of the cells.
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The following remarks can he made about Figure 4.5:

• the performance of a Go Back-N scheme will degrade when the bit
rate or the roundtrip delay increases (this is not noticeable for
C=64 kbitls).

2
0.2

0.1

0.4

0.3

Td= 0.5s

DIe 1.0 PSAR =3.9* lef

a) 0.9 1,4 1) GBN 64kbit/s
- - 2) 155Mbit/s

0.8
,

3) 622Mbit/s
0.7

4) SR
0.6

0.5

0.0 ~~~;;;:;::;:;;;;:!;:;;:;;;;;;=~;:::;::;:;:;;;;;;:~"""'''''''''''rnmrTTTmm
10-tOO 10+01 10+02 10+03 10+04 10+05 10+06 10+07 10+08 10+09 10+10

Lsscs [bytes]

DIC 1.0

b) 0.9
1,4

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

OD ,
10-+00 10+01 10+02 10+03 10+04 10+05 10+06 10+07 10+08 10+09 10+10

Lsscs [bytes]

Figure 4.5: Example I, worst case situation
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• when small SSCS-PDUs are transmitted the normalized throughput
is extremely degraded by the header and trailer overhead
(Figure 4.4). The same occurs when very large PDUs are
transmitted, only now the reason for the degradation is the high
probability of a CPCS-PDU error (Figure 4.6).

Pcpcs le+OO

Ie-Ol
3.6.-02

le-Q2

le-03

1e-04=---~

le-QS

le-06

le-07;j------~

le-QS

le-09 ./---~

-4
1) PSAR= 1.0 10

-5
2) PSAR=3.9 10

-7
3) PSAR=3.6 10

-8
4) PSAR= 8.7 10

-9
5) PSAR= 1.0 10

Ie·lO +:-r-mnm--,-n-rTll1ll"C:TTTJ11nTC:lCTTTTTnr::Tri-mm--:-I:"Tlmmr....rt-~TrTTTTrr:TT"lllnTrCTTTrnm
le+OO le+OI le+02 le+03 le+04 le+OS le+06 le+07 le+O le+O le+lO

Lsses [bytes1

Figure 4.6: Error probability of a CPCS-PDU as a function of the
SSCS-PDU length

• both scheme wiIl give an equal performance in case a*Pcpcs « 1.
This effect is visualized by the difference between Figure 4.5a and
b (when the value of Td decreases, the value of a*Pcpcs decreases
to).

Example II
In Figure 4.7 the same graphics are drawn, however now with feasible values for
the BER and CLR in an ATM B-ISDN and with the number of links (Nlink) used
to calculate the roundtrip delay in Section 4.3.1. In this figure the remarks
mentioned in example I are also applicable. In addition:
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• the difference between Go Back-N and Selective Repeat is even
smaller. The difference between the Go Back-N and the Selective
Repeat normalized throughput is less than 2.0% when Td=40 ms
and C=622 MbiUs. It is smaller than 20.7% when Td=0.5 s.

• The performance will in this example, not further increase when
the CPCS-PDU length is taken larger than 65536 octets.

le+04 le+OS le+06 le+07 le+08 Ie le+10
Lsscs [bytesI

DIC 1.0

a) 0.9 1,4

--------------
0.8

0.7 2

0.6 3

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

-7
PSAR = 3.6*10

1) GBN 64kbit/s
2) 155Mbit/s

3) 622Mbit/s

4) SR

le+03 le+04 le+OS le+06 le+O

DIC 1.0

b) 0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

1,2,4

Figure 4.7: Example II, BER=10·7
, CLR=10·6

, Nlink=9
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• As stated in Equation (7) and (8), the normalized throughput from
an AAL-user connection when transmitting SSCS-SDUs larger than
the CPCS-PDUs, is equally to the normalized throughput from the
CPCS-PDU connection (the overhead introduced in the SSCS is
neglected). So the extension of the CPCS-PDU length to a value
greater than 65536 octets is not necessary.

Td=O.5s

D/C 1.0 PSAR =8.7*1Ö
8

a) 0.9 1,4 1) GBN 64kbit/s

0.8 2) 155Mbit/s

3) 622Mbit/s
0.7

4) SR
0.6

O.S

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0 +:-c-rmmr::ormmr::-rrrnmr-:cnomrr-::T.-/mmr::rn:rrmr::-rrmnrr-::TTmmr:TnTI'",...,..r,-=m
10-tOO 10+01 10+02 10+03 10+04 10+OS 10+06 10+07 10+08 10+09 10+10

Lsscs [bytes1

D/C 1.0

------------~--~-~-----~~r__ __
0.8

b) 0.9

0.7

0.6

O.S

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
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0.0 +-n"TTTmr--rTn'rnrr-rTmTll"--rrr""",--mm.r-rn~rrmr..........mmrTTmnr+nmm
10-tOO 10+01 10+02 10+03 10+04 10+OS 10+06 10+07 10+08 1.+09 10+10

Lsscs [bytes1

Figure 4.8: Example llI, BER=10' 1O
, CLR=10·8

, N1iM=2
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Example 111
The difference between GQ Back-N and Selective Repeat is neglectable when the
number of used links is small (Figure 4.8). It is Iess than 0.5% when Td=40 ms
and less than 6.0% when Td=0.5 s.

4.5 The optimum SSCS-PDU length

As described in the previous sections, the length the SSCS-PDU does also effect
the protocol speed. When it is too smalI, the overhead processing will degrade the
effective transmission speed. If it is too large, the SSCS error probability will
increase and the necessary retransmissions will negatively effect the transmission
speed.

As can be seen in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, the normalized
throughput, when it reaches his maximum value, is for a certain interval almost
independent of the SSCS length. The boundaries of these intervals can be found
in Table 4.3. They are calculated assuming the last used cell is only half filled and
a throughput degradation of maximally ~% (~=39"0 means that the normalized
throughput should always be greater than 80%). The maximum Lsscs values are
also indicated in Figure 4.6.

Table 4.3: Boundaries where the (D IC)SR value. reaches his maximum
value

~=3% ~=5%

min max min max

Figure 4.5 806 4Y104 498 6.9*103

Figure 4.7 806 4.5*106 498 7.7*106

Figure 4.8 806 1.9*107 498 3.1*107

The optimum Die value is independent of Lsscs

Because a CPCS-PDU length of 65536 octets will mostly be within the optimum
SSCS-PDU length range, AAL-SDUs will normally be segmented in such a
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manner that the SSCS-PDU length win be 65536 octets7J• Larger SSCS-PDUs i.e.
extending of CPCS-PDUs, win not result in a hetter performance as mentioned
before and is therefore not necessary.

The optimum Die value is dependent of Lsscs (L' is constant)
When data is transmitted over global connections the error probability wiB
increase. In this case smaller SSCS-PDUs win result in a better performance
(Figure 4.5). The optimum SSCS-PDU length can be calculated as a function of

PSAR'

The foBowing variables are used:

L'cpcs

L opt

L\

CPCS-PDU overhead (8 octets)
Optimum SSCS-PDU length (in octets)
Maximum allowed D/C degradation [%]

When demanding a (D/C) degradation of less than L\ % and assuming a selective
retransmission mechanism and an overhead that is approximately 17%, the
maximum acceptable Pcpcs can be calculated with Equation (4):

(DJ = 83 -L\ = 83(l-PcPCs)lc SR

=>
L\

PcPCs ~-
83

The optimum SSCS-PDV length (LopJ is than obtained by rewriting Equation (8)

and using the definition of N eell and the expression for the maximum acceptable
CPCS-PDU error probability:

4410{1-~L
log(1 - PSAR)

(9)

Equation (9) should only he used when the performance degrades using SSCS
PDUs of65536 octets. Degradation occurs for a certain PSAR value. This value can

7} 65536 octets is the maximum length of a CPCS-PDU in case the units of measurement of the two octet Length
field is in octets (Section 3.3.3)
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be obtained by using the maximum SSCS-PDU length (i.e. 65536 octets) for Lapt

in Equation (9). This results in the following PSAR boundary:

(l0)

The optimum SSCS-PDU length as a function ofPSAR is shown in Figure 4.9, this
for !J,. is 5%, 3% and 1% with the matching PSAR values for using Equation (9) of
respectively 4.17*10-5,2.47*10-5 and 8.14*10-6.

le+05

Lsscs [bytes]

le+04

le+03

le+02

!'J.=5%

!'J.=3%

!'J.= 1%

le+Ol +-,---,-rTTTIl,----,--"TTnTl---'----rTnTIn------,'rrrTTT1T---'---TTTl""TTTr---"OTTTTn
Ie-OS le-07 le-06 le-05 le-04 le-03 le-02

Psar

Figure 4.9: Optimal SSCS-PDU length as a function of the SAR error
probability

When using a Go Back-N retransmission mechanism the same optimum
segmentation length is applicable. AB shown for instance in Figure 4.5 the
optimum performance is achieved with a PDU length that is almost independent
of the retransmission strategy.
This may seem strange at first sight hecause all correctly received out of sequence
SSCS-PDUs will he discarded until the expected SSCS-PDU is received. However,
the number ofSSCS-PDUs that will he discarded is not relevant, only the amount
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of SSCS-SDU octets that is lost matters. This amount is only dependent of the
roundtrip delay and the transmission speed.

The gain on the performance when this segmentation mechanism is used is shown
in Table 4.4. Optimization for a Go Back-N scheme when Pcpcs and the
transmission speed are large will hardly result in an improvement. The maximum
achievable normalized throughput is already very poor in this situation.

Table 4.4: Example of the performance gain when using Lapt

C = 64 biVs
Td = 0.5 S

P
SAR

= 10.4

maximum Lopt Lopt ~
lenglh ~=5% ~=3% ~=1%

Lsscs 65,536 27,329 16,190 5,326

PCPCS 1.4*10'1 6.0*10.2 3.6*10.2 1.2*10.2

(DIC)sR 0.715 0.779 0.798 0.814

(DIC)GIlN 0.170 0.773 0.792 0.808

The optimum Die value is dependent of Lsscs (varying V)
The value Lapt is theoretically the optimum SSCS-PDU length. However in an
ATM environment the following events should be taken into account:

•

•

When the SSCS-PDU may have an arbitrary length (Lapt) it can
occur that the last SAR-PDU (EOM) belonging to this SSCS-PDU
is transmitted almost empty.

When a SSCS-SDU is 1 octet greater then Lapt there are two SSCS
PDUs necessary to transport this SDU. The SSCS-SDU can now he
segmented in one large Lsscs piece and one small (l octet) or in two
pieces with an equal Lsscs value.

One can take some precautions to prevent the occurrence of the previously
mentioned events.
Concerning the first event, Lsscs can he chosen according to the following
segmentation rule so all cells will be filled completely:
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L = fLopt +L'cpcs1*44 - L'sscs 44 CPCS

(11)

Concerning the first and the second event (filling each SSCS-PDU equally), the
segmentation size should he taken:

L sscs N CELL *44 - L'CPCS

L sscs =
44

+L'cpcs

*44 -L'cpcs

(12)

Table 4.5: Examples of the overhead reduction when using the
segmentation rules.

L'sscs = 0
lsscs.sou = 100,000

Lsscs Nsscs Nee, Ncel (last SSCS- L'
PDU)

I ~ 5,009 20 115 110 17.79%

lsscs (8) 5,052 20 115 92 17.14%

lsscs (9) 5,008 20 114 111 17.14%

11 ~ 521 192 13 12 24.38%

lsscs (8) 564 178 13 5 18.18%

lsscs (9) 564 178 13 5 18.18%
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The gain concerning reduction of the overhead, when using these segmentation
rules is not much as is shown in the examples of Table 4.5. It is almost, as
expected, neglectable when large SSCS-SDUs are transmitted (note that to obtain
a maximum overhead, the values taken for Lapt are chosen is such a manner that
the EOM SAR-PDUs contain only one SSCS-SDU octet).

Optimum SSCS segmentation length
The Lsscs is the SSCS-PDU length, so the SSCS-PDU overhead must be
subtracted from this value to obtain the optimum SSCS segmentation length.
Equation (9) should normally be used to provide the optimum SSCS-PDU length.
The extra gain when using Equation (12) is neglectable. The only reason for using
Equation (11) is when smaIl SSCS-PDUs are used (less than 1357 octets). In this
case does Equation (9) not calculate the optimum length because the overhead is
not longer, as assumed by the derivation of this equation, independent of the
SSCS-PDU length.

4.6 AAL Connection management

One task for SSCOP is to establish and release a connection.
In Section 4.2 two schemes are briefly discussed, handshaking and timer based
connection management. In that section is already stated that the use of timers
should he minimalized in the B-ISDN network. Therefore a handshake
mechanism is preferred to support the SSCS connection management.

Besides the establishment and release of a connection the AAL-connection
management should also handle errors which can occur during setup or release.
For example the connection management should prevent that a misrouted ceIl
falsely doses a connection. In addition it must handle lost connection
management information. For instance, when a connection closing packet
transmitted by the sender is lost, the receiver wiIl maintain the connection in
spite of the fact that the sender has already closed the connection. The connection
management should in this case prevent that the receiver waits for ever (dead
loek situation) on a dosing packet. For this reason minimally one time-out timer
is needed.

Connection errors caused by duplicated packets or by packet sequence distortion
are not possible in the B-ISDN because ofthe connection oriented nature of ATM.
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4.7 Flow control

The information flow can be controlled by restricting the amount ofCPCS-PDDs
that the sender is allowed to transmit. One should note that a CPCS-PDD has
not a constant length. The length varies between 0 and 65536 octets. So the
maximum amount of CPCS-PDDs that the sender is allowed to transmit
unacknowledged, should he determined taking into account the CPCS-length and
the receivers buffer capacity.

Preventing a fast sender fills in one burst the buffers of a slow receiver, the
information flow should he rate controlled. This can be done by regulating the
time hetween two subsequent CPCS-PDD transmissions. For example, when a
receiver has a small buffer capacity this time will be large.

Finally a note concerning flow control, especially applicable on reliable networks
such as the B-ISDN.
Like previously mentioned, it is possible that in a connection between sender and
receiver a number of mega bytes of data is stored (because of the long delay lines
and high transmission bit rates). This would require large buffers at the receiver
or require large intervals between CPCS-PDD transmissions to enable the
receiver to store all the transmitted data. However if the receiver processes data
as fast (or faster) than the sender, the sender should have the ability to transmit
more data than the buffers at the receiver side can store, i.e. use the network
storage capacity.
This has the following advantages:

• first, the buffer capacity at the receiver can be limited. Now the
receiver only has to buffer a few cells to handle the variation in the
cell arrival time.
The sender still must buffer all transmitted data to allow
retransmission of lost data.

• secondly, the maximum reachable throughput can be achieved, Le.
the sender can continuously transmit data, without being restricted
by the amount of transmission credits.

The disadvantage is:

• The occurrence of an error will cause the buffers at the receiver
side to overflow, resulting in loss of data (much like in a Go Back-N
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retransmission scheme). But as shown in the previous seetions, the
probability of an error during transmission is very small.
Data will also be lost in case the receiver decreases his processing
speed without notifying the sender first.

It is possible to use a success oriented flow control mechanism in the SSCS-layer
when the receiver is fast enough. To support such a flow control mechanism the
sender must be informed about the processing speed of the receiver.

4.8 Conclusions

The items mentioned in this chapter that will he used in the SSCOP protocol
description are summarized below.

• The roundtrip delay in B-ISDN will be maximally 40 ms for
continental conneetion and approximately 0.5 s for global
conneetions.

• Due to the high reliability of the ATM network the advantage of
Seleetive Repeat compared to Go Back-N concerning efficiency,
becomes negleetable assuming a roundtrip delay of 40 ms.

• Because the implementation of a Go Back-N scheme is not as
difficult as the implementation of a Selective Repeat scheme, both
should be supported by SSCOP.
Selective Repeat to support high speed data transfer over long
delay lines. Go Back-N for transfer over small delay lines (e.g. to
support the communication between a simple terminal and a host
computer).

• Extension of the 64 kbyte CPCS-PDV payload field will hardly
increase the transmission efficiency (with this PDV-size the
overhead introduced in the CPCS sublayer is already negleetable).
For this reason the ability ofthe CPI field to change the measuring
units of the Length and BASize fields in a CPCS-PDV is
superfluous.
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• When the SAR error probability becomes less than approximately
10-5

, the optimum SSeS-PDV length can be determined as a
function of this error probability.

• When a SSeS-PDV has a Length of more than 1357, the overhead
will almost be a constant value. When smaller SSeS-PDVs are
transmitted care should be taken care that all used cells are
completely filled with SSeS-SDV oetets so the overhead is
minimized.

• For the connection management a handshake mechanism is
preferabIe. However a timer is needed to prevent dead loek
situations.

• To rate control the information flow, the time between two epes
PDV transmissions can be regulated.

• When the receiver and sender process data equally fast, the flow
control mechanism can be made success oriented.
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Chapter 5

High Speed protocols

In the next sections some high speed (light weight) transport protocols [Doer'90]n
and two commonly used datalink protocol are briefly described. They will be
examined on there ability to provide a SSCOP service at the AAL SAP
(Section 3.4). Their high speed capabilities are judged using mainly the
requirements obtained in Section 4.2.

The reviewed protocols are: Q.922, LLC2, TP4, TCP, Datakit, Delta-t, VMTP,
XTP, NETBLT and the draft proposals made in CCIT!' SG XVIII by Japan, USA,
France and Switzerland concerning a SSCS protocol.

5.1 Brief protocol description

5.1.1 NETBLT

The NETBLT (Network Block Transfer Protocol) transport protocol [Clar'87],
developed at MIT runs on top of lP (Internet Protocol). lP offers an unreliable
datagram service to the higher layer protocols. NETBLT is connection oriented
and designed for high throughput bulk data transfer over long-delay lines (e.g.
satellite links).
To transmit a large amount ofdata, data is segmented and placed in transmission
buffers. The NETBLT layer divides the data in these buffers into packets, packets
are sent as datagrams to the receiving NETBLT.
A transmission buffer is transmitted in one action so all packets belonging to a
buffer are transmitted subsequently. The receiver sends an acknowledgement for
a correctly received buffer, if data is lost it asks for retransmission of packets
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(Selective Retransmission). With this scheme not every packet has to be
acknowledged. This results in an overhead reduction.
Preventing the NETBLT sender operates in loek-step mode, the data transmission
rate (i.e. transmission interval time hetween packets) is negotiated during
connection setup and after each buffer transmission. The packets are then
transmitted with the negotiated interval time. An other negotiated parameter is
the maximum number of buffers which may he transmitted unacknowledged.
At the receiver side all buffers are coupled to a timer. When this timer expires
before all packets are received, a packet retransmission request is sent for the not
received packets.
The sender specifies the receiver through a weIl known 16 bit port number,
included in the packet header. The receiver is identified in the header by a 32 bit
internet address an his 16 bit unique port number.
To exchange information between sender and receiver, NETBLT has nine different
fixed size packet formats available. These are distinguished by the 'type field'
which is placed in the header. The maximum transfer size ofthe NETBLT packets
is 64 kbytes, they are 4 byte aligned. The data is optionally protected with a
checksum, the header always.

Disadvantage NETBLT:
NETBLT is designed for an unreliable datagram network, packets contain
redundant functions (e.g. routing, checksum). It recovers all possible errors, even
errors which can not appear in the SSCS (e.g. bit errors).

5.1.2 VMTP

The at Stanford University developed VMTP (Versatile Message Transfer Protocol)
[Cher'86][Hehm'89] is designed to support RPC (Remote Procedure Call) and real
time reliable communication. VMTP has also a multicast option (ability to
transmit to a group of network users). This transport protocol runs on top of lP,
it is an enhancement ofTCP concerning multicasting, real time transmission and
RPC.
Developing VMTP, the assumption was made that communication mainly would
consist of the request/response type therefore VMTP is message oriented. A
message is initiated by a clients request, the server responds as a result of this
request with one or more response messages. Message are used to keep the
protocol implementation simpIe. A VMTP 'client' can for instance open multiple
remote files. Supporting this with a virtual circuit oriented protocol would require
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a manner to establish multiple virtual circuits at the same time or a manner to
multiplex these circuits on a single virtual circuit.
VMTP uses for both request and response messages the same fixed size header
(76 bytes) foUowed by maximally 16 kbyte of data. Data messages are divided, as
showed in Figure 5.1, into 512 bytes segment blocks. With the segment blocks
belonging to the same message, packets are constructed. A packet contains one
or more segment blocks, depending on the maximum network layer packet size.

VMTP Message

l:i:i:i:i:i:i:!i:i:i:::~:::iii::1 2 ,1,_3 -----',4[==1,
~ , \ ......

,~ , \ ......
" ," ," ,
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PackelS

Figure 5.1: VMTP message packetizing

5

VMTP enables a message transaction with exactly two messages (consisting
minimally of one packet), one request and one response message. If a message is
too long to be transferred with one packet, it is divided in more packets. These
packets, helonging to the same message are called a packet group. A packet group
is maximally 16 kbyte long and is transmitted at fuU speed. Flow control is
performed on packet groups. Until the receiver has acknowledged the transmitted
packet group, the transmission is stopped. Packets can he retransmitted
selectively in case of errors. Transmission is optionaUy rate controlled (the time
between packet transmissions can be regulated).

Disadvantage VMTP:
This protocol is specially suited for connectionless systems, with neglectable setup
times (VMTP transmits in bursts). The ATM network does not satisfy this system
description. ATM is by definition connection oriented, a message (or datagram)
service can be regarded as a service restriction.
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5.1.3 XTP

XTP (Express Transfer Protocol) [Sand'90][Ches'89] is a virtual circuit, full duplex,
light weight protocol especially designed for VLSI implementation. For this reason
the OSI transport and network layer are integrated in XTP (so that a number of
functions can he executed in parallel).
It runs on top of an unreliable datagram network (lP, LLCl) or directlyon a MAC
interface. In XTP, data is processed in real time i.e. the processing time of
incoming and outgoing packets is smaller than the transmission time. XTP
supports rate control (much like in NETBLT), bulk data transfer, both Go Back-N
and Selective Retransmission schemes and has a multicast capability.
Data and control packets contain the same fixed size header (24 bytes) and trailer
(16 bytes). These 40 bytes are needed because additional overhead is introduced
to speed up packet processing. The header and trailer are due to padding 8 bytes
aligned. There is no maximum packet length. Length is restricted by the
underlying datalink layer. A checksum, placed in the trailer can optionally be
used to detect errored data.
The first (control) packet transmitted during call setup contains the receivers
address. This packet outlines the route through the network. Subsequent packets
refer to this address with a number, stored in the header key-field. This prevents
the need for storing the complete address in every transmitted packet.
XTP supports also fast connection setup. With a minimum of three packets it is
possible to establish a connection, transmit data and close the connection again.

Disadvantage XTP:
Despite many light weight features in XTP (packet format, Selective
Retransmission etc.), still some issues have to be resolved in relation with B-ISDN
[Hehm'89]. Especially the behaviour of XTP in networks with possible long
connection setup times and long delay lines. In addition XTP has some redundant
functions (checksum, routing) when operating inthe ATM protocol stack.

5.1.4 TCP

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) [RFC '81][Tane'89], originally the ARPA
Internet transport protocol, is designed to perform a connection oriented transport
function on top of an unreliable datagram network layer (lP).
To obtain a fully reliable connection, TCP divides arbitrary long messages into
maximally 64 kbyte units. These are transmitted as separated datagrams (both
source and destination port are included in the header). The TCP header is
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minimally 20 bytes long. It easily can he extended modulo 32 bits. This extended
field is used for example to exchange buffer size information during connection
setup.
TCP corrects lost, damaged, out of sequence and duplicated data. To correct data
every transmitted byte is numbered (a 32 bit sequence number is available in the
header preventing errors due to old duplicates). The receiver has to acknowledge
all correct received data. A timer is used by the sender to detect lost data
(including lost acknowledgements). Errored data is recovered with a Go Back-N
retransmission scheme.
Sliding window flow control is supported by a 16 bits field, placed in the header.
This field is used for a byte based credit mechanism, allowing the sender to
transmit 64 kbyte without receiving an acknowledgement.
Because ofthe unreliable network, TCP has an excessive connection management
(3-way handshake mechanism with clock-based sequence numbers).

Disadvantage TCP:
The same disadvantages as in NETBLT, in addition TCP heavily uses timers
which have a negative effect on the possible throughput.

5.1.5 TP4

Out of the five ISO transport protpcols (TPO-TP4) [Tane'89], TP4 is included in
this review because it is the only one with a retransmission option.
TP4 is designed to operate on an unreliable network. Therefore it must be able
to recover all possible errors. This protocol uses a PAR retransmission scheme
(retransmission occurs on a time out base for not acknowledged data) with
optional resequencing and credit based window flow control. TP4 has nine
different header types. The standard one byte sequence number field which is
included in the Data-PDD, can he extended with three bytes. TP4 uses a three
way handshake mechanism for both connection setup and release. Negotiation of
a large number of QOS parameters is possible.

Disadvantage TP4:
TP4 is designed to offer a reliable transport service without considering the
possibility ofTP4 operatingin a high speed environment. Retransmission scheme
(on a time out base) and packet format slow down the protocol execution. In
addition redundant functions are included.
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5.1.6 Datakit

The virtual circuit oriented Datakit network [Fras'83][Fras'89] is developed in the
late seventies at the AT&T Bell laboratories. The goal was to design a network
which easily can grow and evolve to support a wide variety of traffic types. For
this reason it is modular built. Datakit combines a local with a wide area network
to present the user a universal, uniform network.
The network implementation must be simple to meet the different user
requirements. In datakit's this is done by choosing the byte as being the
elementary data unit. In addition control information and data are transmitted
in different envelopes. An datakit envelope contains nine bits, eight to carry the
information and one to distinguish data and control information. Control
information and data are multiplexed on the same transmission channel.
The codes 8-63 of the Datakit control byte are available to support the transport
layer functions. In the transport layer two possible modes of operations are
available, block mode and character mode. In the block mode data is transmitted
in sequence numbered blocks. Blocks are optional retransmitted in case of an
error.
Data is transmitted as a character stream working in the character mode. In this
mode no error control is performed, every byte is immediately delivered to the
next higher layer.
In the block mode a data block is followed by a four byte trailer. The trailer
consist out of one control byte header distinguishing the different kind of blocks
(e.g. last block of transmitted data). The next two bytes contain the length ofthe
block (the maximum block size is 64 kbyte). Blocks with an invalid length field
are discarded.
The last byte is a control byte containing sequence information. In this byte three
bits are used to number the subsequent blocks. In case of receiving an invalid
sequence number two options are available for handling the out of sequence
blocks. First, it is possible to discard every out of sequence block until the lost
data is received (Go Back-N). Becond, the correct received out of sequence blocks
are accepted (with the result that gaps arise in the data stream).
The sequence number is also used to flow control the data. This number allows
to open a window of maximally 8 blocks. The exact size of the window (and the
length of a block) is negotiated during call setup. These values do not have to he
the same in both directions.
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Disadvantage Datakit:
There is some agreement between ATM and Datakit. Both are VC oriented and
transmit information in fixed size packets (eeUs and envelopes). In addition
Datakit has acharacter and a block mode which are very similar to the ATM
streaming and message mode. Despite these agreements Datakit does not fit in
the high-speed ATM environment.
For example Datakit does not have a Selective Retransmission error correction
scheme.
The maximum window is small. For instanee, when Datakit is transmitting with
a maximum block size over a satellite link (roundtrip delay is approximately
250 ms) the maximum transmission speed is 16.8 Mbit/s (i.e. the maximum block
size multiplied with the maximum window size divided by the roundtrip delay).
When transmitting with a higher bit rate the sender will operate in the loek-step
mode.
The length field is superfluous because in the CPCS-PDU exactly the same field
is included.
The sequence control is placed in the block trailer. The receiver first has to receive
the complete block before an out of sequence block is detected (a disadvantage
especially when working with Go Back-N error correction).

5.1.7 Delta-t

Delta-t [Wats'89][Flet'78J is a transport protocol developed at the Lawrenee
Livermore National Laboratory. It runs on top of an unreliable datagram service
(Livermore Integrated Network Computing System).
The main contribution to light weight protocols of Delta-t is its connection
management. The Delta-t connection management allows a complete request and
data to be sent with a minimum oftwo packets, one for the data and one for the
acknowledgement.
The connection management is purely timer based. A connection is opened on
receipt of a packet and closed with a timer after the last data exchange. To
prevent the establishment of a connection by duplicated (retransmitted) packets,
timeout values can not be set small because one must be certain their are no
packets left in the network.

The Delta-t protocol is bit oriented, has a three bit sliding window flow control
mechanism and an optional Go Back-N retransmission scheme to recover
transmission errors.
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Disadvantage Delta-t:
Although the fun timer based protocol is a simple concept it has some
disadvantages working in the broadband public network environment.
The roundtrip delay in a broadband network can vary extensively so it is very
difficult to set the timeout values.
Also the (small) sliding window and Ck> Back-N retransmission scheme are
unacceptable to achieve good performance in high speed networks.

5.1.8 LLC2

LLC2 (Logical Link Control) [ISO '87] is placed on top of the MAC layer in the
LAN reference model. The service provided by the LLC on top of a MAC layer
equals the service provided by the ISO datalink layer.
LLC2 supports both the connectionless and connection oriented mode.
Three groups of packets can he distinguished with each a characteristic control
field.
The information PDU (I.PDU) is the only PDU that may contain user information.
The I-PDUs are numbered modulo 128.
The I-PDUs acknowledgements are either piggybacked on a returning I-PDU or
transmitted in a supervisory PDUs (S-PDU). In addition S-PDUs are used to
request retransmission ofI·PDUs, S-PDUs are unnumbered. Only one S-PDU can
be outstanding on a connection. A new S-PDU can only be transmitted if a
response is received for the previous one. A timer is used at the sender to detect
lost S·PDUs.
The same applies to Unnumbered PDUs (U-PDU). These PDUs provide additional
data link control functions (e.g. establishment of an connection).
When an I-PDU with an incorrect sequence number is received, this PDU and
subsequent I-PDUs are discarded (Go Back-N) until the correct I-PDU is received.
A reject PDU is used to notify the sender.
The maximum window size, to flow control the information is 128 I-PDUs. The
maximum number of octets in these I-PDUs is not restricted by the LLC layer.
The underlaying MAC layer must on the contrary be able to accept minimally 128
octet I-PDUs.

Disadvantage LLC2:
LLC is designed to operate in an LAN environment. The fact only one outstanding
S-PDU (and U-PDU) is allowed win give problems in networks with long delay
lines. In these networks LLC only can transmit control PDUs with minimally one
roundtrip delay hetween them.
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5.1.9 Q.922

The datalink protocol Q.922 (balanced), standardized by CCITT, is based upon the
LAPD protocol, Q.921 [XI-R.63].
Both are very similar to the LLC2 protocol. Q.922 uses the same control fields (1-,

S-, U-PDUs) as in LLC2.
This protocol is connection oriented, it supports both an assured and a non
assured mode. Q.922 frames are delineated by an eight bit flag. A 16 bit FCS
(Frame Check 8equence) field, used to detect bit errors, is placed at the end of a
frame. The address field can be extended. For this reason the last bit of an
address byte is used as a kind of more bit. Ir it is set to zero, an other address
byte follows.
Flow control and error recovery mechanism are the same as in LLC2.

Disadvantage Q.922:
Q.922 has no fixed size control fields. In addition Q.922 has some redundant
functions (e.g. FCS, frame delineation flag).

5.1.10 CCITT proposals

5.1.10.1 Switzerland

This proposal [XVIII-D.1217] presents a two stage approach for developing an
AAL protocol for class Cservices.
In the first stage an existing protocol should be adapted (e.g. Q.921). This because
the development of a new protocol would require some time. In this way a class C
protocol would be available before the end ofthe 1989-1992 CCITT study period.
Secondly a new protocol should be designed. Further details concerning this
protocol are not given.

Disadvantage 8wiss proposal:
Besides the disadvantages of Q.921 (similar to the disadvantages of Q.922) a two
stage approach would only complicate the standardization of a class C protocol.
Because when designing the second stage protocol one should take into account
the compatibility with the protocol adapted in stage one. Otherwise at the end two
different protocols are standardized.
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5.1.10.2 Japan

The Japanese propose the adaptation of the already discussed Q.922 LAPD
protocol [XVIII-D.1429]. Except for the ability to partially retransmit a CS-PDU.
For this reason a CBM (Cen Bit Map) field is added to the Q.922 control field.

Disadvantage Japanese proposal:
The same as mentioned in the Q.922 review. In addition a een based
retransmission scheme win hardly improve the transmission performance
(Section 4.4.2). Such a retransmission scheme win only complicate the reassembly
of the SSCS-SDUs and should therefore not he used.

5.1.10.3 France

The France proposal roughly describes a CS type 3 protocol for reliable data
transfer with very high bit rates [XVIII-D.1487][XVIII-D.1491].
To support high bit rate transmissions, the AAL-SDU is divided in one or more
CS-blocks. A CS-block consists out of one or more CS-PDUs. The CS-blocks are
exchanged between the CS peer entities. On receipt of a correct CS-block an
acknowledgement is generated by the receiver (Positive acknowledgement). In
case of an error a NACK containing a bit map ofthe CS-block is transmitted. The
bit map is used to retransmit errored CS-PDUs (Selective Retransmission). CS
blocks are also used for window based flow contro!.

Disadvantage France proposal:
This proposal is not more then agIobal description of a segmentation, error
correction and flow control mechanism. Questions concerning for example the
possibility of rate control and connection management are still unanswered.
Therefore it is still to early too review this proposed protocol.

5.1.10.4 USA

The most promising protocol proposal originates from the USA [XVIII-D.1323]
[XVIII-D.1344][XVIII-D.1345]. They descrihe a protocol for assured data transfer.
It supports selective acknowledgements and Selective Retransmission with the
ability, ifnecessary to change the retransmission strategy in a Go Back-N scheme.
The protocol uses three different PDUs, SD-PDUs (SequencedData PDUs), POLL
PDUs and STAT-PDU (Status PDUs).
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The SD-PDUs are used for sequenced numbered data transfer. The POLL-PDUs
are transmitted periodically by the sender, independently of the receiver. On
receipt of a POLL-PDU a solicited STAT-PDU is generated. This PDU contains
information about correct received information and the number of
unacknowledged SD-PDUs the sender is allowed to transmit. STAT-PDUs
(unsolicited) are also generated by the receiver upon detection of an error. To
support long delay connections, multiple POLL-PDUs can be transmitted per
round trip delay.
With the POLL mechanism only one timer is needed at the senders side.

Disadvantage USA proposal:
Much like in the France proposal it its hard to detect disadvantage in this stage
ofthe protocol development. However, only window flow control is described so it
is questionable if a rate control mechanism is planned to be included in this
protocol.

5.2 Summary

In Table 5.1 some issues of the reviewed protocols are summarized. The CCITT
proposals are not included because most of the issues are not yet specified in
these protocols.
The column which contains the 'header format' information need some
c1arification. The subcolumn 'orientation' gives the boundaries on which the
important header and trailer fields are placed.
In the subcolumn 'one function per field', information is given about the following.
If Y is placed in this collum the header format satisfies two requirements.

• The header has a fixed size. The receiver knows in advance,
without consulting other fields, where aspecific header field is
placed.

• The fields in the header have always the same function.

If, for example the fifth octet contains in one PDU address information and in an
other PDU the sequence number, this octet has more than one function.

For a header which does not satisfy these demands, Nis used. Two degrees are
distinguished in which the header differs the demands.
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• 1) Multiple PDUs are used (i.e. a repeat-request-PDU, Data-PDU,
etc.). These PDUs satisfy both demands mentioned above if the
kind of PDU is known.

• 2) All other header formats. For example formats where the
function of an octet is unknown until the information in the
previous octet is processed (e.g. in case bits are used to extend
tields).

5.3 Conclusions

• Not one ofthe reviewed existing high speed protocols can satisfy all
the requirements, described in Section 3.4 and 4.2.

• Concerning the reviewed existing protocols, NETBLT and XTP offer
a service which resembles the SSCS protocol requirements the
most. However both offer some redundant functions.
XTP is the best option concerning transmission speed. Concerning
performance in networks with long delay transmission lines,
NETBLT looks the most promising alternative.

• The most promising CCIT!' proposal concerning the SSCS
originates from the USA.

• A new light weight SSCOP should be designed enabling the class C
applications to use optimally the features offered by B-ISDN (e.g.
bandwidth and transmission speed).
Using a non optimized protocol in the SSCS would be wasteful,
especlally for B-ISDN users which make high demands on for
example transmission speed.
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Chapter 6

SSCOP protocol description

In this chapter a description is given of how two peer AAL class C user can
communicate with each other. To enable this communication, the SSCS is
included in the ATM PRM. This layer enhances the service provided by the CPCS
(Section 3.3.3) to the service requested by the AAL class C user (Section 3.4).
Besides exchanging information between peer-entities the SSCS must also
communicate with the neighbour layers. This communication occurs by means of
primitives.
The primitives which are used between the CPCS and SSCS (i.e. the CPCS
primitives) are summarized in Appendix A. The primitives that need to he
exchanged across the AAL-SAP will be described in the next section. In the
remaining sections a reliable data transfer mechanism is descrihed.

6.1 Primitives

The service that is provided by the SSCS is specified by the flow of primitives
between the SSCS and AAL service user. Each primitive initiates a service in
another layer. To inform this layer about the demanded service, the primitive may
contain a number of parameters. Four types of primitives can be distinguished,
the request, indication, response and confirm primitives (Figure 6.1).

Between the SSCS and the AAL service user the following primitives will he
exchanged (Tabie 6.1):

SSCS-ESTABLISH
This primitive is used to establish a SSCS connection. The QOS includes the
parameters 'maximum transit delay, mean and peak throughput' and 'error
handling strategy' described in Section 3.4.
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Table 6.1: SSCS primitives

Name Primitive Parameters

Request Indication Response Confi rm

SSCS-ESTABLISH oas oas npu npu

SSCS-RELEASE Cause Cause, Org nu nu

SSCS-DATA M, Data M, E, Data nu nu

SSCS-RESET Cause Cause,Org npu npu

SSCS-ABORT npu Org nu nu

nu = not used
npu = no parameters used

SSCS-RELEASE
Is used to release a connection. This primitive can be used during data transfer
however this may result in loss of data. For this reason the parameter Cause is
included so the cause of disconnecting can be given. The initiator (i.e. AAL or
higher layer) of this primitiveis placed in the parameter Org.

SSCS-DATA
Indicates that data is available to he transferred between the layers. The more
parameter M is used to support the streaming mode and indicates that more data
will follow. Errors can be indicated with parameter E. This parameter is used
when operating in the non-assured mode with the 'deliver errored data' option.
The parameter Data specifies the IDU that is transferred by this primitive. In the
message mode Data represents a complete SSCS-SDU, this is not necessarily the
case in the streaming mode.

SSCS-RESET
This primitive resets the SSCS to a predetermined state so the actions ofthe AAL
service users can be synchronized. The functions of the Cause and Org parameters
are the same as in the SSCS-RELEASE-primitive.

SSCS-ABORT
Initiates the abortion of a partially transferred SSCS-SDU when operating in the
streaming mode. The abort initiator is indicated with the Org parameter (i.e.
SSCS or SSCS service user).
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6.2 Generalprotocol description

Upon reeeipt of a SSCS-ESTABLISH-request the SSCS initializes its local
variables and eonneets to the appropriate ATM eonnection. When the ealled SSCS
entity agrees upon the proposed QOS, data (i.e. SSCS-PDUs) ean he transferred.

In a SSCS connection two SSCS entities are involved. One is the eonnection
initiator (i.e. the one that reeeives a SSCS-ESTABLISH-request), the other one
is the ealled SSCS (reeeives a CPCS-UNITDATA-signal). The initiating SSCS
entity win from now on be denoted with SSCS-A, the ealled SSCS entity with
SSCS-B.

The eommunieation hetween the layers and the SSCS peer-to-peer eommunieation
is clarified in Figure 6.1. The SSCS-PDUs are transferred form the CPCS to the
SSCS by means of a CPCS-UNITDATA-signal primitive. The SSCS-PDUs are
transferred to the lower layers with a CPCS-UNITDATA-invoke as explained in
Appendix A.

Hi$her layers
'seririce user A'

....···········,------;;:-;~;:::----------7
SSCS.requesl SSCS-confirm

~scs -A
.'~' . __ "-.< __ 0 •• --.-.-.

CPCS-invoke CPCS-signa!

Higher layers
'serYice user B'

.._..-··········---·--;;Ü;--::;;-·---------------------

SSCS-response SSCS-indication

SSCS - B
.,. - .> •••• 0 - __ ••••••• •••

..............

CPCS-invoke CPCS-signal

-~~:::~~:: ....
.~..,

Figure 6.1: 88CS peer-to-peer and layer-to-layer communication
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6.2.1 PDU types

Two different types of SSCS-PDUs can be distinguished. PDUs that contain
SSCS-SDU data (D-PDUs) and PDUs that contain SSCS control data (C-PDUs).

These SSCS-PDUs can be subdivided.

Because the SSCS-SDU may be segmented in several SSCS-PDUs one can
distinguish four types of D-PDUs:

• BOS-PDU (Begin Of SSCS-SDU)
• COS-PDU (Continuation Of SSCS-SDU)
• LOS-PDU (Last Of SSCS-SDU)
• SIS-PDU (Single SSCS-SDU, a SSCS-PDU containing a complete

SSCS-SDU)

These D-PDUs are used in the same manner as the BOM-, COM-, EOM-, and
SSM-PDUs in the SAR sublayer.

The variety of D-PDUs is introduced to prevent that D-PDUs are discarded
unnecessarily8). In the following example it will be explained why a the SSCS-B
must be able to distinguish a SIS-PDU from a LOS-PDU.
Consider the case where for both the LOS-PDU and the SIS-PDU the same PDU
type is used. When after a 'LOS'·PDU a 'SIS'-PDU is transmitted and the 'LOS'
PDU is lost, the SSCS-B can not deteet whether the received 'SIS'-PDU is really
a 'SIS'-PDU or a 'LOS'·PDD. Because it is possible that the received PDU is the
last PDU of a SSCS-SDU in case multiple D-PDU where lost.

In a C-PDU, control information is transmitted between SSCS-A and SSCS-B (e.g.
acknowledgements). One can distinguish two different types of C-PDU:

• POLL-PDU, transmitted by SSCS-A to request status information
from the SSCS-B.

• STAT-PDU, transmitted by SSCS-B containing the status
information of this sublayer.

The SSCS-A state information is transferred periodically in POLL-PDUs. POLL
PDUs are transmitted every Tp seconds. The advantage of such a scheme is
already discussed in Section 4.2.

8) When working in the non-assured mode. In the assured mode all errors can be detected (and corrected).
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Two different types of STAT-PDUs can be distinguished. When the SSCS-B
receives a POLL-PDU, a solicited STAT-PDU (STATs·PDU) is transmitted. When
SSCS-B wants to notify SSCS-A (for example upon detection of an error) an
unsolicited STAT-PDU (STATcrPDU) is transmitted.
The exact use of D- and C-PDUs will be described later in this chapter.

6.2.2 Functional SSCS blocks

The SSCS can he divided in four functional blocks, two receiving parts and two
transmitting parts. These blocks wiIl be denoted with respectively Rx and Tx' The
subscript X can have the values 'A' or 'B' depending on whether Rx or Tx is
situated in the SSCS-A or SSCS-B block.
The difference between the receivers RA and RB is that the first one receives only
STAT-PDUs, the second one receives both D-PDUs and POLL-PDUs. The relation
between the SSCS functional blocks is shown in Figure 6.2. In this figure two
independent, symmetrical planes are drawn to indicate that one SSCS can be both
connection initiator as weIl as caIled SSCS.

sscs
Networlc

......./ Data. Poll

Figure 6.2: Relation between the functional blocks in a SSCS
connection

sscs
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In case both peer SSCSs have to transmit D-PDUs two unidirectional SSCS
connections have to be built. The advantages of two separate independent
connections in stead of one bidirectional are:

• the QOS parameters can he negotiated per connection. Each
connection does not necessarily require the same QOS. For instance
when requesting a file from a server this request can he
transmitted over a connection with different characteristics than
the connection that is used to transfer the file (e.g. concerning bit
rate or whether an assured or non-assured connection is used).

• one of the two connections can he disconnected or being reset
without influencing the other connection.

• in a SSCS entity, the PDUs from SSCS-A (D- and POLL-PDUs) are
independently processed from the PDUs from SSCS-B (STAT
PDUs). This simplifies the operation of the SSCS and simplicity is
desirabIe in high speed networks.

Note that still a bidirectional (not necessarily a symmetrlca1) ATM point to point
connection is necessary to enable the SSCS peer to peer communication
(Figure 6.1).

6.3 Protocol procedures

In this section a description is given ofthe procedures necessary to establish and
maintain a SSCS connection which is used to enable the transfer of AAL user
dass C data in, when requested, areliabIe manner.

6.3.1 Connection establishment

A SSCS connectiol! is established with a three way handshake. When the SSCS
receives a SSCS-ESTABLISH-request primitive (Figure 6.3), the SSCS-A win try
to establish a connection and forces TA to transmit an initial POLL-PDU (BEGIN
PDU). This PDU is coupled to a time-out timer (TTO)'
With TTO the SSCS-A has the ability to recover from the loss of a BEGIN-PDU.
When TTQ expires the BEGIN-PDU is retransmitted. When the BEGIN-PDU is
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retransmitted Np times SSCS-B is assumed not to be available. This is reported
to the AAL-user and the connection setup attempts are aborted.
The value of TTÜ must be larger than the roundtrip delay because the SSCS-B
must have enough time to respond to the connection request.

SSCS - A SSCS • B

ESJ'ABUSII-_ - - _~~Gt.v

-~-~~';-

ESATBUSII_

DATA-l'erpJeII.

OATA-Dlic-.ioD

T10 = Time-Out Time

Figure 6.3: Connection establishment scheme

Upon receipt of a BEGIN·PDU, the SSCS-B acknowledges this request by
transmitting a confirm STATs-PDU (BEGINCONF-PDU). Loss ofthis C-PDU is
detected by SSCS-A when the timer TTÜ expires and the BEGIN-PDU is
retransmitted. Because normally only one BEGIN-PDU is used per SSCS
connection the SSCS-B concludes his BEGINCONF-PDU was lost. The
BEGINCONF-PDU will therefore be retransmitted.

With the initial C-PDUs the peer entities have means available to negotiate some
parameters which are used to maintain a unidirectional connection. The
parameters that have to be negotiated when operating in the assured mode are
listed below. When working in the non-assured mode the first parameter is
redundant.

• The error recovery scheme that will be used (Go Back-N or
Selective Repeat).

• QOS parameters: Psscs, CLR, error handling strategy (Section 3.4).
• The polling time (Tp)
• The keep-alive-time i.e time interval in which the SSCS-A must

transmit at least one D- or C-PDU so that SSCS-B knows that the
other side is still active (Section 6.3.2)

• MSB, the Maximum processing Speed of SSCS-B. This variabie is
used to rate control the transmission of D-PDUs (Section 6.3.6)
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• BS, the blocking size (only necessary when operating in the
message blocking mode). The minimum block size is 1 octet, the
maximum size 216/2 octets.

6.3.2 Connection release

The SSCS-B has no means available to check the status of SSCS-A. To prevent
SSCS-B is waiting for data while SSCS-A is not active any more, a keep-alive
timer is used. At the moment D- or C-PDUs are received, the keep-alive-timer is
restarted. When it expires, SSCS-B closes his side of the connection.

There are two different connection release mechanisms.
First, connection release when operating in the non-assured mode. When the
SSCS-A has transmitted all his data and receives a SSCS-RELEASE-request
primitive, a last POLL-PDU (END-PDU) is transmitted and SSCS-A doses his
side of the connection (Figure 6.4a). The SSCS-B closes the connection when the
END-PDU is received. In case this C-PDU is lost, the SSCS-B still has the ability
to deteet that SSCS-A has stopped transmitting by means ofthe keep-alive-timer.

a)

RELEASE.......

SSCS - A SSCS - B b) SSCS -A SSCS - B

'"llNIJ ~ I-----1 ~ T~ •

RFLEASE·amfilm

T 1'0 =Time-Out Time

" !tvIJ
"

Figure 6.4: Connection release scheme, a) non-assured mode, b) assured
mode

Secondly, connection release in the assured mode (Figure 6.4b). The SSCS-A will
not close the connection until it receives a STATs·PDU which confirms the
connection release request (ENDCONFs-PDU). In this manner it is prevented that
D-PDUs are lost because the connection doses before all PDUs are acknowledged.
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Upon receipt of an END-PDU an ENDCONFs-PDU is transmitted by SSCS-B in
case all D-PDUs are correctly received (the D-PDUs not yet acknowledged are
acknowledged by this ENDCONFs-PDU).
The SSCS-B doses the connection when it has transmitted the ENDCONFs·PDU.
When SSCS-A receives instead ofan ENDCONFs·PDU a STATs·PDU, containing
retransmission requests, the SSCS-A retransmits the requested D-PDU followed
by a new END-PDU. This continues until the requested ENDCONFs·PDU is
received.

The loss ofan END-PDU can in all situations he detected with the timer TTQ (just
like in the connection establishment phase).

When the SSCS-B receives a BEGIN·PDU, an ENDCONFs-PDU can be used to
indicate that the connection request is denied.

Besides the SSCS-A, also SSCS-B has the ahility to release a connection. The
SSCS-B doses the connection by transmitting an unsolicited ENDCONF-PDU
(ENDCONFu-PDU). SSCS-A doses his side ofthe connection upon receipt ofthis
C-PDU.
In case the ENDCONFu·PDU (or the ENDCONFs-PDU) is lost, SSCS-A
disconnects when it has transmitted Np times a POLL-PDUs without receiving a
STAT-PDD.

When either of both sides request a connection release hefore all data is
transmitted and acknowledged (abrupt disconneet), data can he lost. Therefore
C-PDUs used to release a connection will contain a reason for disconnecting.

6.3.3 Message and streaming mode

Message mode
In the message mode the SSCS-SDU is segmented according to the segmentation
function (6.3.5). When more than one D-PDU is used to transmit the SSCS-SDU,
the first and last SSCS-PDU are marked as respectively BOS- and LOS-PDU. The
intermediate SSCS-PDUs are marked as COS-PDUs. A SIS·PDU is used in case
all SSCS-SDU data can he transferred in one SSCS-PDU.

Streaming mode
Working in the streaming mode the exact length of the SSCS-SDU is unknown.
Therefore the SSCS-A does not know which type of D-PDU should he used until
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enough data is received to fill a SSCS-PDU with a length equal to the length
calculated with the segmentation and reassembling function9

). However in the
streaming mode it must be possible to stream small data packets (e.g. with the
length ofthe SAR payload field) to the lower layers. Therefore, D-PDUs are used
in the following manner.
As long as the SSCS service user indicates that more data will follow by means
ofthe M-parameter (TabIe 6.1), the D-PDUs are used in the same manner as in
the message mode. When the SSCS-A is filling a BOS- or a COS-PDU and the
SSCS-A service user indicates that the entire SSCS-SDU is transferred, the BOS
or COS-PDU is transmitted regardless ofthe length ofthis PDU. In addition the
SSCS-A transmits an empty LOS-PDU to notify the peer SSCS that a complete
SSCS-SDU has been transmitted.

It can take some time before for instance 44 SSCS-A user octets are streamed to
the SSCS-A. To limit this time a maximum waiting time (TwaitMAX) should he
defined. This is the maximum time the SSCS-A buffers the SSCS-SDU data.
When TwaitMAX expires, the already received data is streamed to the lower layers
regardless of the amount of SSCS-SDU data it has received. Every time data is
streamed to the lower layers, TwaitMAX is reset.
The TwaitMAX start value can be calculated with the QOS parameters. When
subtracting halfthe roundtrip delay from the maximum acceptable transit delay,
a good approximation of TWaitMAX start value can be obtained.

In case the SSCS-A service user requests the abortion of a partially transferred
SSCS-SDU, the SSCS-ABORT-request primitive is mapped on the CPCS-U
ABORT-invoke (see Appendix A). The SSCS-B is notified witha CPCS-U-ABORT
signal primitive. This primitive is again mapped on a SSCS-ABORT-indication
primitive to notify the SSCS-B service user.

6.3.4 Error detection and recovery

When operating in the assured mode the error detection and recovering function
[XVIII-D.1714] is used to detect missing D-PDUs and correct these errors by
means ofretransmission. Therefore the D-PDUs are sequence numhered.
To allow the existence of more than one POLL- or STAT-PDU belonging to the
same connection in the network, C-PDUs are also sequence numbered.

9) note that the SSCS-PDU type field should be placed in the header to enable parallel execution of SSCOP
functions (5ection 4.2)
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Depending on the retransmission scheme that is agreed upon during the
connection setup, a Selective Repeat or a Go Back-N scheme is used.

6.3.4.1 Selective Repeat

During transmission the following variables are updated:

Dseq : the D-PDU sequenee number. This variabIe contains the
sequenee number ofthe next (not yet numbered) D-PDU that
will be transmitted.

Pseq : the POLL-PDU sequence number containing the number of
the last transmitted POLL-PDU.

T[Pseq,ack,Rtag]: acknowledgement list (Tack-list). Onee a D-PDU is
retransmitted the Rtag (Retransmission tag) is set.

Aseq: the last Acknowledged in sequenee delivered D-PDU (i.e.
Aseq+1 is the low end of the Tack-list).

Pseq:

R[ack] :
Lseq:

Hseq:

the POLL-PDU sequence number ofthe last received POLL
PDU
acknowledgement list (Rack-list).
this variabIe contains the sequence number of the last
reeeived in sequence D-PDU (i.e. Lseq+1 contains the low end
of the Rack-list).
this variabIe contains the sequenee number of the next
highest expected D-PDU (i.e. Hseq-l is the high end of the
Rack-list).

POLL-PDUs are transmitted with a sequenee number (Pseq) and the momentary
value of Dseq. When used in the error handling scheme a POLL-PDU will he
represented in the following manner:

POLL [Pseq, Dseq]

STAT-PDUs contain a type field, the sequence number ofthe last received POLL
PDU, the sequence number ofthe last D-PDU received in sequenee by the SSCS-B
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and an aeknowledgement list starting from Lseq+I up to the last sequenee
number that is plaeed in the Raek-list (Hseq-I). This C-PDU will be represented
in this seheme by:

STAT [Type, Pseq, Lseq, (aek I naek)]

The SSCS-A decides aeeording to the status information obtained by a reeeived
STAT-PDU whieh D-PDUs have to be retransmitted.
On reeeipt of a STAT-PDU all D-PDUs from the Taek-table are aeknowledged if
they have a sequenee number smaller than or equal to Lseq or are explicitly
mentioned in the reeeived aeknowledgement list. The aeknowledged D-PDUs ean
be deleted out of the transmission buffer.

When using a selective retransmission seheme Hseq is updated in the following
manner. If a D-PDU is reeeived with a sequenee number greater than or equal to
Hseq, Hseq will be set to the value ofthe reeeived Dseq value ineremented by one.
The eorreetly reeeived D-PDUs are marked in the Raek-list. When a POLL-PDU
is received, the Raek-list is updated up to the sequenee number whieh is indieated
by this POLL-PDU as being the last transmitted D-PDU

Retransmission rules
The following rules are used in SSCS-A:

rule SRI)

rule SR2)

When a STATs-PDU is reeeived, D·PDUs are retransmitted ifthey
are negatively aeknowledged and they have a Pseq in the Taek-list
that is smaller than the Pseq value from the reeeived STAT-PDU.

When a STATu-PDU is reeeived, the SSCS-A retransmits all
negatively aeknowledged D-PDUs whieh have an Rtag in the Taek
list equal to zero (i.e. are not retransmitted before).

As a result of rules SRI and SR2 retransmission of a D-PDUs ean only be
requested onee by a STATu-PDU so unneeessary retransmissions are prevented.

The exact operation of the retransmission rules will be explained aeeording to the
following examples. In the examples an 'x' is used when data is transmitted by
SSCS-A and does not reaeh SSCS-B. Further, in the Raek list an '1' is used to
indieate a correct reeeived D-PDU and a '0' for a missing D-PDU.
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Error handling example 1
The first example (Figure 6.5) shows the error recovery mechanism in the case
only D-PDUs are lost.
Mter a time Tp a POLL-PDU is transmitted. On receipt of the POLL-PDU the
SSCS-B updates Hseq (Hseq=5) and detects the loss of D-PDU 3 and 4. As a
result ofthe POLL-PDU a STATs-PDU is transmitted in which retransmission is
requested for the missing PDUs. When the STATs-PDU arrives at the SSCS-A the
Tack-list is updated. D-PDU land 2 are acknowledged (and can he deleted out of
the transmission buffer). D-PDU 3 and 4 are retransmitted as a result of
retransmission rule SRI). Their Pseq value is updated in the Tack-list and their
Rtag is set (a set Rtag is represented by one in the examples).
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The next event occurs when the SSCS-B receives D-PDU 6. The Hseq number is
updated, D-PDU 5 is detected to be lost and a STATu-PDU is transmitted,
requesting the retransmission of D-PDU 3, 4 and 5. The SSCS-A looks up the
status information in the Tack-list of the negative acknowledged D-PDUs and
retransmits only PDU 5. The D-PDUs 3 and 4 are not retransmitted (again)
because their Rtag is set (rule SR2).
Upon receipt ofthe next STATu-PDU, D-PDU7 is retransmitted instead of 5 and
7 (rule SR2).
In the last event of this example a STATu· and a STATs-PDU request the
retransmission of the same D-PDU. The STATu-PDU is first received. D-PDU 9
is retransmitted and his Pseq and Rtag are updated in the Tack-list (rule SR2).
When receiving the STATs-PDU, the Pseq value of the D-PDU requested for
retransmission is not smaller than the received STATs-PDU Pseq value so the
retransmission request for D-PDU 9 is ignored (rule SRl).

Error handling example 2
In this example (Figure 6.6) is shown that errors are recovered even when C
PDUs are lost. The POLL-PDUs are not coupled to a time-out timer to limit the
time in which a STATs·PDU should be received i.e. the SSCS-A can not detect the
loss of a POLL-PDU or as in this example the loss of a STATs-PDU. However at
the moment SSCS-B detects the loss ofD-PDU 4, it transmits a STATu-PDU. As
a resultofthis C-PDU, D-PDU 4 and 5 are retransmitted. In addition their Rtag
will be set (rule SR2).

When also the STATu-PDU is lost, the lost D-PDUs are reported missing when
the next POLL-PDU is received (transmitted at t=2*Tp ) or in case another error
is detected at SSCS-B.

This last type of error clarifies the necessity of a POLL interval depended of the
D-PDU error rate. A low error rate enables the use of a large Tp value resulting
in a small error recovery overhead. When the error rate increases, Tp should be
lowered to increase the error recovery speed, especially in case C-PDUs are lost.

With the error handling mechanism presented in this section it is possible to
recover from all kinds of C-or D-PDU losses. This almost without the use of time
out timers.
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SSCS-A SSCS-B

aclr. Aseq [Dseq,Pseq,RI&g] Dseq Lseq Hseq Raclr.
(-) 0

[1,0,0]

[2,0,0]

[3,0,0] ". [I] 2 [.)

I=Tp [2] 2 (-)

(4,1,0) '. ·X

[5,1,0] 2 4 (0)

(6,1,0]

(1,2) 2 2 6 (OOI)

[7,1,0]

[6] 2 7 (OOIl)
(5) [7] 2 (OOlll)

[3,1,1]

(4,1,1] (3] 3 8 (Olll)

[4] 7 8 ( -)

Figure 6.6: Example 2: Error recovery in case C-PDUs are lost

6.3.4.2 Go Back-N

At TA the variables Dseq and Pseq are updated, At RB the variables Pseq, Lseq
and Hseq, These variables are already described in Section 6.3.4.1

Using a Go Back-N scheme, the C-PDUs will be represented in the following
manner:

POLL [Pseq, Dseq]

STAT [Type, Pseq, Lseq]

Using a Go Back-N scheme two modes of operation are defined at SSCS-B, the
error mode and the detection mode. In these modes Hseq and Lseq are used in the
following manner (in both modes the variabIe Hseq is normally updated i.e. equals
the Dseq value of the last received D-PDU plus one):

Detection mode: The SSCS-B normally operates in the detection
mode. In this mode the in sequence received data (Dseq=Lseq+1) is
processed. In case an out of sequence D-PDU is received
(Dseq>Lseq+1) aSTATu-PDUis transmittedand the SSCS-B enters
the error mode.
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Error mode: In this mode all received out of sequence D-PDUs (i.e.
with a Dseq value not equal to Lseq+l) will be discarded. The
transmission of STATu·PDUs is suppressed. The value of Hseq is
normally updated (i.e. equals Dseq+1 of the last received out of
sequence data).
The detection mode is re·entered in case the D-PDU with sequence
number Lseq+1 is received.
However it is possible that the missing D·PDU is lost again. Ifthis
event occurs, a D-PDU will he received with sequence number for
which counts: Lseq+l<Dseq<Hseq. In this case SSCS-B will
transmit a STATu-PDU, discard this D-PDU, update Hseql0) and
continue to operate in the error mode.

The transition between the two modes is clarified in Figure 6.7. Except the event
that causes the transition (the stimulus) also the actions that have to be taken as
aresuit ofthe stimulus are shown in this figure.

Dseq = Lscq+1
aa:ept D-PDU
Lscq = U1eq+l

Doeq =lAeq+l
aa:ept D-PDU
Ueq = U1eq+l

Dseq > lAeq+l

~~'!..!f:-FHu

lAeq+1 S Dseq < H..q
Di.card D-PDU

.end STATu-PDU

Dseq ~H'eq

di.card D-PDU

Stimulus
Aaiona

Figure 6.7: Operation of the detection and error mode of SSCS-B when
using a Go Back-N scheme

When a STAT-PDU is received, containing a retransmission request, TA aborts the
transmission of D-PDUs immediately, even when a D-PDUs is already partially
transmitted.

Retransmission rule
With a Go Back-N mechanism the following retransmission rule is used at
SSCS-A:

10) The variabie Hseq has to be updated (again) to suppress the transmission of STATu-PDUs (in this mode a
STATu·PDU is transmitted in case Lseq+1<Dseq<Hseq).
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rule GBN1) When a retransmission request (STAT-PDV) is reeeived, Dseq is set
to Lseq+1. From this point the transmission buffer is retransmitted
again.

Error bandling example
In the last example (Figure 6.8) the operation of a Go Baek-N retransmission
seheme is shown. When an error is detected, SSCS-B enters the error mode. Vpon
reeeipt of the STATs-PDV, SSCS-A starts retransmitting, from D-PDV with
sequenee number Lseq+1. The detection mode is entered again by SSCS-B when
D-PDV 3 is received.

SSCS - A SSCS - B

lek [Dseq,Pseq] Dseq Lseq Hseq
{-J

[1,0]

[2,0]

[3,0] '. [I] 2

t=Tp [2] 2

[4,1] '- X

[5,1] Error mode 2 4

[6,1] X 2 5

{I,2} Daeq=3 X 2 6

[3,1] X 2 7

DeteetiOD mode
[4,1] [3] 4

[5,1]
[4] 4 5

[6,1] , .
[S] 6

[7,1]
'. X

[8,1] 5 8

9

{3,4,5} Daeq=6

[6,1]

l6J 6 7
[7,1]

[7] 7 8
[8,1]

[8] 9

Figure 6.8: Example 3: Error recovery when using a Go Back-N scheme
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6.3.4.3 Sequence number field length

In the assured mode sequence numbers belonging to not yet acknowledged data
can not be re-used. For this reason the SSCS must have a large amount of
sequence numbers available.

Assuming a minimum SSCS-PDU length so only one een is necessary to transmit
this SSCS-SDU, a maximum transmission speed (622 Mbitls) and a Td value of
2 s. In this case the amount of sequence numbers needed to number every cell
differently equals 222

• Howeverwhen errors occur, enough sequence numbers must
be available to number eens for the time of at least another roundtrip delay (this
is the minimum time needed to recover the error). This together with the fact that
the PDU fields should be placed on byte boundaries forces a three octet sequence
number field.

In case Aseq equals Dseq (in TA)' the transmission ofD-PDUs is stopped because
there are no unused sequence numbers free ll

).

Note that transmitting SSCS-PDUs in one een is not the most efficient way to
transport data. Ifthe AAL-user want to transmit small packets at a high bit rate
he better uses for instanee the blocking mode. For this reason a three octet
sequence number should be enough (with three octets the SSCS-A can transmit
11.4 s at the highest bit rate and nu~ber all SSCS-PDUs differently).

In the non-assured mode a large sequence number is not necessary. The SSCS-B
must only have means available to detect whether a SSCS-SDU is correctly
received (i.e. if all D-PDU belonging to this SSCS-SDU are correct received).

6.3.5 Segmentation and reassembly function

Because the SSCS does not restrict the length of the SSCS-SDUs (except they
must he an integral number of 8 bits) they can have an arbitrary length.
Therefore the SSCS must adapt the SSCS-SDU to the format ofa CPCS-SDU. For
this reason a segmentation and reassembling function is included in the SSCS.

11) actually the lTansmission has to be stopped when Aseq+ 1 equals Dseq. However this equation is also valid
directly after the initialization of the local variables during connection setup. Therefore the condition Aseq equals Dseq
is used.
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Segmentation function
The length of the SSeS-PDUs in which the SSeS-SDU will he segmented is
dependent ofthe SSeS-SDU length. The optimallength can be obtained by using
the results of Section 5.4. When PSAR satisfies Equation (l0) a SSeS-SDU should
be segmented according to:

• Equation (9) when the SSeS-SDU length is greater than 1300
octets.

• Equation (11) when the SSeS-SDU length is smaller than 1300
octets.

When PSAR does not satisfy Equation (10), the optimal segmentation length will
be 65536 octets.

The value ofPsAR can be calculated (worst case) with Equation (7) using the QOS
parameters, BER and eLR (Nlink=l). Better is to monitor PSAR at the SAR
sublayer.

Reassembly function non-assured
In case errors are detected the SSeS-SDU is discarded. A SSeS-SDU is regarded
errored in case the transmitted SSeS-SDU can not be reassembled again because
D-PDUs are missing.

In the message mode, data is buffered until a LOS-PDU is received. The
reassembled SSeS-SDU is than transferred in all to the SSeS-B service user. In
cause of an error all buffered SSeS-PDUs belonging to the errored SSeS-SDU are
discarded. In case the 'deliver errored data' option is used the buffered data can
be delivered using the E parameter in the SSeS-DATA-indication primitive.

When the SSeS-B operates in streaming mode, the received SSeS-PDU payload
data is immediately passed to the next higher layer. When more data belonging
to the same SSeS-SDU will follow, this is indicated with the M parameter in the
SSeS-DATA-indication primitive.
In the steaming mode the sses service user is notified with a SSeS-ABORT
indication primitive at the moment out of sequence data is received.
When the option 'deliver errored data' is used, the errored data is transferred with
the SSeS-DATA-indication primitive using the E parameter to indicate the error.

Problems arise in case multiple SSeS-SDUs are transmitted with the 'deliver
errored data' option using the same epes MlD value. When in this case hesides
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a LOS- also a subsequent BOS-PDV is lost the SSeS-B has no means left to

detect the end ofa SSeS-SDV. The two SSeS-SDVs wiIl he regarded as heing one
SSeS-SDV and as such delivered to the SSeS-B service user.
To prevent the occurrence of this events the following solutions are possible:

the segmentation and reassembly function is not aIlowed in the non
assured mode using the 'deliver errored data' option (only SIS-PDVs can
be used).

number the SSeS-SDVs in the non-assured mode. When a LOS-PDV has
been transmitted, this numher is increased by one at SSeS-A. The sses-B
can now detect, in case of a multiple D-PDV loss, whether it concerns one
or two SSeS-SDVs by examining the SSeS-SDV sequence number.
A part of the D-PDV sequence number field can he used for this purpose
because in the non-assured mode the sequence numher field can he taken
shorted than in the assured mode (see Section 6.3.4.3).

Reassembly function assured
In the message mode the transmitted SSeS-SDV is assembIed again at SSeS-B.
Before handing the SSeS-SDV to the sses user, the SSeS-B checks if sses
PDVs are missing by means of the sequence numhers. When there is no missing
data detected and the LOS-PDV is received, the SSeS-SDV is passed on to the
next higher layer. The error recovery function is initiated at the moment that
errors are detected.
In the streaming mode the in-sequence received data is immediately passed to the
next higher layer. When a sequence error is detected, the error is first recovered
before data is passed. In this manner all data is delivered in sequence to the
higher layers.

6.3.6 Rate control

On the basis ofthe remarks concerning flow control made in Section 4.2 and 4.7,
rate control is chosen as the mechanism to flow control the D-PDVs.
The time between the delivery of two subsequent epeS-SDV from the sses to
the epes is regulated. For this reason SSeS-A knows the maximum reachable
transmission speed (MBA in bytes/sj at which it can transmit data over a
connection. This value can be obtained using the 'mean and peak throughput'
SSeS-ESTABLISH-request QOS parameters.
The SSeS-B defines the maximum speed at which incoming data can be processed
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at the SSCS (MSB in bytes/sj. The initial MSB value is passed to the SSeS-A
during connection setup.
The interval time Ti (i.e. the time the sses minimally waits before passing the
next epeS-SDU to the epeS) can now be calculated according to Equation (13).

0 MSB~SA

T. = L [1 - 1J o<MSB <MSA
(13)

I
SSCS MSB MSA

00 MSB=O

When MSB ~ MSA the SSeS-A is allowed to transmit data without any restriction
(i.e SSeS-A has an unlimited amount of credits to transmit data).
When 0 < MSB < MSA SSeS-A has to be slowed down preventing buffer overrun
at the SSeS-B side. In this situation the SSeS-A has only a limited amount of
credits to transmit data.
In the last situation i.e. when MSB = 0, SSeS-A has no credits to transmit data.
The SSeS-A has to postpone transmission until it receives a new MSB parameter.

The value of MSB can be greater than the actual processing speed when enough
buffer capacity js available. However the sseS-B should take into account that
if he wants to lower the rate of the incoming data by transmitting a new MSB

value the effect of this new value will only be noticeable after Td seconds. Until
that time the data flow win be unchanged. For this reason the SSeS-B must have
MSB*Td bytes buffer capacity available to allow the sseS-A to be stopped without
losing information as aresuIt ofbuffer overrun. This is not necessary in case a Go
Back-N mechanism is used.

The value MSB is passed to SSeS-A in a STAT-PDU (unsolicited or solicited). To
enable the SSeS-B to operate at any transmission speed the length of the MSB

field can he calculated. The maximum transmission speed at the sses is
0.83*622 Mbitls = 65*106 octets/s (assuming Td=l s). This results in a minimum
field length of 26 bits. Because of the octet orientation of the PDUs, 4 octets
should be used to pass the MSB value to the SSeS-A. However it is not useful that
the MSB value can indicate every possible processing speed (i.e. the difference
between 1000 and 1001 octetls is neglectable). Therefore a scientific notation of
MSB can be used to reduce the length of the MSB field (e.g. two variables x and
y are chosen in such a manner that MSB=x*2Y).
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SSCS·B overflow detection at SSCS·A
The source (SSCS-A) has the ability to deteet buffer overflow at SSCS-B by
examining the Rtag sequence in the Tack-list. When after every acknowledged D
PDUs one or more PDUs are negatively acknowledged, the D-PDUs will most
probably be lost as a result of buffer overflow.
In this case Ti can be increased for instance in the following manner. When after
every correctly received D-PDU an amount of Nnack PDUs are reported missing,
Ti should he increased with 't seconds.

Half the receivers processing time of a SSCS-PDU is subtracted from 't to enable
a smooth adaption ofthe rate (when the probability distribution ofthe amount of
buffer space that is short of is assumed to be equally distributed, the average
amount of bytes causing overflow will be a half D-PDU).

Upon deteetion of buffer overflow, a POLL-PDU should he transmitted to enable
the recovery of D-PDUs with a set Rtag.

This flow control mechanism supports success oriented flow control. In addition
this mechanism is independent of Lsscs. If the Lsscs value is lowered during
transmission this does not influence the amount of data that can be transmitted.

6.3.7 Polling interval

To decide when SSCS-A has to transmit a POLL-PDU the following values are
negotiated during connection setup (and saved in both SSCS-A and SSCS-B for
the duration of the connection):

ATp Agreed Poll interval in seconds
Nmax Maximum amount of D-PDUs that is allowed to he transmitted

without transmitting a POLL-PDU.
CKA The keep alive constant, CKA>1 (CKA*ATp equals the keep aliue time

i.e the time in where SSCS-B must at least receive one D- or C
PDU).
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Further, SSCS-A uses the following variables:

ND-PDU

LxJ

this variabie is set to N MAX at the moment a POLL-PDU is
transmitted. It is decremented by one for every transmitted D-PDU.
The Poll-timer. This timer is set to ATp and starts to count down at
the moment a POLL-PDU is transmitted.

the nearest positive integer (X) of x which applies the relation: ~x

A POLL-PDU is transmitted by SSCS-A when:

1)
2)
3)

o< ND-PDU < N MAX /\

ND-PDU = 0 /\
ND-PDU =NMAX /\

Tp = 0
Tp ~ 0
Tp expired CKA times

When Tpreaches zero after ATp s (event 1), it is possible that TA is occupied with
the transmission of a D-PDU. The POLL-PDU will than be transmitted at the
moment the transmission ofthe D-PDU is finished.

Note that it is possible to acknowledge every D-PDU independently by taking
N MAX equal to one.

The parameters CKA and ATP have to be chosen in such a manner that the POLL
and STAT-PDUs are transmitted frequently enough to detect errors and do not
cause a major overhead.

To examine the C-PDU overhead, POLL- and STATu-PDU are assumed to he the
only cause of the overhead. The SSCS-A has min(NMAX*Lsscs/C, Tp ) seconds
available to transmit D-PDUs. When continuously transmitting D-PDUs the
transmission time will be NMAX*Lsscs/C seconds. Mter this time, Lsp STAT and
POLL overhead octets are transmitted. The overhead Tl will now be:

(14)

When Tl is the maximum acceptable overhead, the minimum value ofNMAX can he
calculated:
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(15)

(16)

Because ATp must he larger than the time needed to transmit NMAX D·PDUs it
should he greater than:

AT > N~sscs
P C

The POLL interval can he limited in the following manner. As stated in
Section 4.5, the maximum allowed D-PDU error prohahility will he A/83. So on the
average one out of 83/L\ will he errored. This error win most prohahly he corrected
with a STATu·PDU. Again one out of 83/~ STATu·PDUs will he lost (assuming a
STATu·PDU is transmitted in one SSCS·PDU). This result in the following
maximum value ofNMAX:

(17)

Example of POLL interval calculation
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Idle-A:
Init-A:
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When choosing the NMAX, ATp and CKA values hetween the acceptable boundaries,
the following issues should be considered.

• SSCS-A receives acknowledgements as a result of POLL-PDUs.
When the poll interval is large, a large amount of data must he
buffered. For this reason the NMAX should be as small as possible to
enable small transmission buffers.

• When the amount ofC-PDUs is kept small (i.e. large ATp and NMAX

value), processing time is saved in both SSCS-A and B. As stated
before, the transmission speed is restricted among others by this
processing time.

• When multiple SSCS-connections are multiplexed on a single ATM
connection they have to share the bandwidth. To prevent that C
PDUs consume a large partofthe available bandwidth, ATp should
be calculated with the bandwidth that is available per SSCS
connection. In addition, CKA should be large so the idle SSCS
connections wiIl only consume a small part of the available
bandwidth.

6.4 SSCS state transition diagrams

When the SSCS is active, it is depending on whether it is a SSCS-A or SSCS-B,
always in one of the following states:

waiting on a SSCS-ESTABLISH-request
Initialization the local variables to enable the transfer of D
PDUs.

Transfer Phase: the state in where SSCS-SDUs are transferred in SSCS-PDUs
to the peer SSCS.

SSCS-B
Idle-B:

Init-B:

waiting on a CPCS-UNITDATA-signal containing a BEGIN
PDU
Initialization of the local variables to enable the transfer of D
PDUs.
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Receive: the state in where SSCS-SDUs are received. Errors are
detected and corrected when working in the assured mode.

The primitives that cause the transitions between the states are shown in
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. In case a transition is caused by a CPCS-UNITDATA
primitive, the by this primitive transferred SSCS-PDU is also listed. The SSCS
primitives are described in Section 6.1, the CPCS primitives in Appendix A. The
relation between the primitives and the SSCS is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.9: SSCS-A state transition diagram
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- CPCS-AIlORT-"&DI!
- CPCS-IJNrIl)ATA-"&D1!

·O-PDU
·POLLPDU

- CPC3-UNlTDATA-"&D1!
• 0 ·PDU

Figure 6.10: SSCS-B state transition diagram
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SSCOP specification in SDL

This SDL specification is only used to clarify the funetions and procedures
described in Chapter 6. The in this chapter presented specification may therefore
not always be according to the CCITT Recommendation Z.100 (CCITT
recommendation concerning SDL).

The SDL diagrams are included in Appendix B. The are drawn using he results
obtained in Section 6.4. The same SSCS-A and SSCS-B states can be
distinguished in the SDL diagrams as the one shown in Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10. The events that eause the transactions in these figures are the input
signals in the SDL graphies. The following symbols are used in Appendix B:

('----~)

<
I >
<>

A state

Input signal

Output signal

A decision

An action or task that

must be executed

L~

6
9
@

A procedure which may be
speciited in detail elsewheret)

Out-conneclor t)

In-connector

End procedure

Cornment

t) When the SOL symbol contains an asterisk (*). it is not specified in detail elsewhere

Figure 7.1: The SDL symbols used in Appendix II
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The SSCOP items that are specified in SDL are summarized in the following
tabIe:

Figure Contents The figure where the procedure

or out-connector is used

B.1 The events that may occur in state IDLE-A -
and IDLE-B

B.2 The events that may occur in state INIT-A and -
INIT-B

B.3 The events that may occur in state -
TRANSFER

B.4 Specification of the Out-connectors Tt and T2 B.3

Le. the arrival of an STAT-PDU

B.5 Specification of the retransmission procedure B.4

using a Selective Repeat scheme

B.6 Specification of the retransmission procedure B.4

using a Go Back-N scheme

B.7 Specification of the out-connector T3 Le. B.3

transfer of data from the SSCS-A user to the

SSCS-A in the message mode

B.8 Specification of the out-connectors T6 and T7 B.3

Le. the timers Tro and Tp

B.9 The events that may occur in state RECEIVE -

B.10 Specification of the Out-connectors R1 and R2 B.9

B.11 Specification of the procedure that delivers D· B.10

PDU to the SSCS-B user in the assured

message mode using a Selective Repeat

retransmission scheme.

B.12 Specification of the procedure that delivers D- B.10

PDU to the SSCS-B user in the assured

message mode using a Go Back-N

retransmission scheme.

B.13 Specification of the procedure that delivers D- B.10

PDU to the SSCS-B user in the non-assured

message mode
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The primitives that are used in Appendix B are summarized in Table 6.1 and
Appendix A. The abbreviation 'CPCS-UD' is used for the CPCS-UNITDATA
primitive. The different D- and C-PDU type are clarified in Sections 6.2.1, 6.3.1
and 6.3.2. The foIlowing variables are updated:

Aseq : This SSCS-A variabie contains the sequence number of the
last acknowledged In sequence delivered D-PDU
(Section 6.3.4.1).

C_KAO

) : This SSCS-A variabie is used to decide when to transmit a
POLL-PDU in case no SSCS-SDU data has to be
transmitted.
This variabie multiplied with ATp equals the Keep-Alive
Time at SSCS-B (CKA in Section 6.3.7).

Dseq : This SSCS-A variabie contains the sequence number of the
next in sequence D-PDU that wiIl be transmitted
(Section 6.3.4.1).

GBN_mode : This variabie contains the mode (i.e. error or detection
mode) of the SSCS-B when using a Go Back-N scheme
(Section 6.3.4.2).

Hseq: This SSCS-B variabie contains the sequence number ofthe
next highest expected D-PDU (Section 6.3.4.1).

i : temporary variabie.
Keep-alive-timer: Used in SSCS-B (Section 6.3.2). The Keep-alive-time equals

C_KA*ATp (Section 6.3.7).
Lseq: This SSCS-B variabie contains the sequence number ofthe

last in sequence received D-PDU (Section 6.3.4.1).
N_D-PDU: The amount of D-PDUs that is transmitted since the last

transmitted POLL-PDU.
N_MAX : The maximum amount of D-PDUs that can be transmitted

without transmitting a POLL-PDU (Nmax in Section 6.3.7).
N_P

O

) : The maximum number of POLL-PDUs that can be
transmitted without receiving a STAT-PDU (Np in
Section 6.3.2).

Pseq : In SSCS-A Pseq contains the sequence number of the last
transmitted POLL-PDU. In SSCS-B the sequence number
of the last received POLL-PDU (Section 6.3.4.1).

0) When the variabie is represented with uppercase characters it represents a constant value. When lowercase
charaeters are used the variabie is updated during the transmission.
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SSCS-A=busy :

=not-busy:
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When the SSCS-A has no free sequence numbers (credits)
len, it is not allowed to except SSCS-SDU data
(Section 6.3.4.3).
When free sequence numbers are available, data can be
transferred to the SSCS-A across the AAL-SAP.
The timeout timer (TTO in Seetion 6.3.1).
The parameter X (Pseq, ack or Rtag) from item i of the
Tack-list (Section 6.3.4.1).
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Conclusions &
recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

General
To support the ATM service class C user requirements, a service specific
convergence sublayer (SSCS) is foreseen in the ATM PRM. In this layer a so
called SSCOP protocol will operate directly under the AAL SAP.
The service demanded by the class C users is similar to the one provided by the
OSI transport layer. Because none of the required transport functions is
completely provided by the other layers in the ATM PRM, SSCOP will have to
support these functions. Therefore SSCOP ean be seen as the ATM "transport"
protocol for class C service users.

High speed protocol requirements
Protocol processing has become a bottleneck in high speed networks. Therefore
SSCOP should be designed as a light weight protocol. For this reason the amount
of timers in SSCOP should be minimized. In addition header and trailer
information must be placed properly and the retransmission scheme should
operate on an automatic repeat request (ARQ) base. To control the data flow, rate
control is preferred in high speed networks.

Error correction scheme
The difference between the ARQ schemes Go Back-N and Selective Repeat is
investigated by calculating their normalized throughput. Out of the results
obtained with this analysis, it can be concluded that the difference between Go
Back-N and Selective Repeat is almost neglectable in case the bit rate and the
roundtrip delay are small (i.e. if they are respectively in the order of magnitude
of 104 bitls and 10-2 s). Therefore SSCOP should support both schemes. A Go Back-
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N scheme, which is easy to implement, to support the demands ofthe low speed
data terminals. A selective retransmission scheme to support the demands of
users who want to transfer large amounts of data with a high bit rate over long
delay lines.

Optimal SSCS-PDU length
Normally (i.e. in case transmission occurs over reliable optical fibers) the optimal
SSCS-PDU length equals the maximum CPCS-PDU payload length i.e. 65,536
octets. For this reason the use of the CPCS CPI field to extend the CPCS-PDU
payload field beyond 65,536 octets is redundant.
In case the error probability increases, an equation is derived to calculate the
optimal SSCS-PDU length. This optimallength prevents that the normalized
throughput of the connection decreases too much.

Existing high speed protocols
It is concluded that none of the protocols considered in this report can optimally
satisfy all the SSCOP demands. Therefore a new protocol should be designed. It
is also concluded that a CCITT SG XVIII proposal originating from the USA
conceming a new SSCOP protocol is very promising. Therefore this proposal is
used as the basis of the SSCOP proposal described in this report.

SSCOP proposal
The proposed SSCOP is designed in such a manner that the receiver and sender
state machines can operate almost independently. In addition the SSCS receiver
has been made a slave of the sender in the peer SSCS entity to speed up the
protocol overhead processing.

CCITT contribution
Based on results obtained in this report already one contribution has been
submitted to CCITT SG XVIII ([D.2274J, June 1992, Geneva).
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8.2 Recommendations

In this section some SSCOP problems are summarized. These should be solved
before a SSCOP protocol can be standardized. The following items should he
investigated:

Interworking
What should be changed in or added to SSCOP to enable interworking with
current systems and protocols? In other words, is SSCOP downwards compatible?

Control and management plane
What is the relation of SSCOP with the control and management plane for
instance during connection setup? Which primitives should be exchanged?

Deliver errored data option
What is the use of the 'deliver errored data' option when supporting the class C
service demands? When no reasons for using this option can be found it should
not be supported by SSCOP to simplify the protocol procedures (at SSCS-B).
However, when SSCOP in the future will also be used to interconneet frame relay
networks, a 'deliver errored data' option is required.

Simulation of SSCOP
Simulation of SSCOP should clarify the following issues:

What is the overall performance of SSCOP?
What is the optimum poll interval?
Are STATu-PDUs necessary? In case the poll interval is not too large,
these C-PDUs are redundant.
What is the overall delay ofthe AAL-SDUs? Is the overall delay dependent
on the used error correction scheme (Go Back-N or Selective Repeat)?
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CPCS primitives

Appe'ndixA

CPCS primitives

The CPCS primitives are described in 1.363 april 1992. These primitives are called
invoke and signal instead of request and indication to highlight the fact that no
SAP is defined between CPCS and SSCS.

To regulate the data transfer between the CPCS and SSCS the CPCS-UNITDATA
primitives are used.

In the steaming mode it is possible to abort a partially from the CPCS user to the
CPCS transferred CPCS-SDU with a CPCS-U-ABORT-invoke primitive. The peer
entity is notified with a CPCS-U-ABORT-signal primitive.
Besides the CPCS user also the CPCS has the ability to abort a partially
transferred SDU. In this case a CPCS-P-ABORT primitive is used.

These primitives together with the matching parameters are summarized bellow:

CPCS-U-ABORT:

Parameter Type Explanation

- invoke The CPCS user invokes the abort service.
signal The signal primitive is used to signal the

peer CPCS user.
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CPCS-P-ABORT:

Parameter Type Explanation

- - The CPCS signals to the CPCS user to
signal discard a partially delivered CPCS-SDU

CPCS-UNITDATA:

Parameter Type Explanation

Interface Data (lD) invoke Specifies the IDU that is exchanged
signal between the CPCS and the SSCS. It may

contain the complete or a part of the
CPCS-SDU.

More (M) invoke Indicates in the streaming mode whether
signal the transferred IDU contains the

continuation of end of a CPCS-SDU.

Maximum Length invoke Indicates in the streaming mode the
(ML) signal maximum length of the CPCS-SDU.

Reception Status (RS) invoke Indicates whether the transferred IDU is
signal corrupted or not in case the corrupted

data delivery option is used.
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